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P ersistent in th e Right;' F earless in Opposing W rong.
-V O L X J iv rE lO hold properly, and if it proved that she
should should give way to extravagance
as people seemed to say, Mr. Binney
All their friends had said, when Mrs. fancied he could better put up with that
Binney died, “Now what a good thing evil than with too much of the , econo
it would be if old Mr. Binney would my from which he had suffered already.
So all the lfopes that on the death of
marry Miss Bright!”
Miss Bright had not been without Mrs. Binney, Joe and Sally and the
her troubles, and very hard ones they Brendons had cherished for Miss Bright
had been, toO, but she bore them with were ruthlessly dashed to the ground.
a brave heart, and carried a smiling Evidently Aunt B. was not to have a
face, and had a thankful spirit within successor.
her, striving always to remember her
“ If we' could but have got her there
blessings, and how much they outnum as housekeeper,” said two of those arch
bered any evils she was called upon to conspirators, “ the rest would have been
easy.” But though they returned to
bear.
.
Indeed, to listen to Miss Bright’s the attack several times no good came
showing, you would have counted her of it. Mr. Binney shared in their re
one of the luckiest persons ever born. gret at the loss of Miss Bright’s pupils
She had had the kindest of friends, the wondered as they did what would be
most comfortable of situations, and the come of her, and, his visitors gone, .to
girls she had taught were endowed make his sympathy apparent, he sat
with an amiability of disposition which down and wrote a kind little note with
made it a positive pleasure to be with a check for £10 folded within it.
them. The only accusation she could
DHe’s an old stupid,” said Sally, “and
bring against them was that they were now she’s going away altogether, ever
in such a terrible hurry to grow up and So far”—for Miss Bright had had
get married, and then Miss Bright’s another piece of news to tell. An old
occupation was gone, and she had to pupil of early days had been recently
step out into the world and find a fresh left a widow; her health "was as delicate
field for her labors.
as her heart was kind, and when she
As years rolled on, each adding to made the proposition that Miss Bright
the score of Miss Bright’s age, these should come and spend the remainder
hunting grounds of instruction became of her day's with her it was not entirely
more and more narrowed. Children of of her own comfort she had been think
eight began now where girls of eigh ing. Miss Bright had readily accepted
teen used to leave off, and history and her offer, and she had written to tell
geography, to say nothing of the parts Sally that the next week she should
of speech and grammar, were all so al come up and see them,
tered, that poor little Miss Bright had
She could only stay a few hours with
to acknowledge that at times she really them when she 'came. The farewell
did feel quite confused. “Very soon I visit was to be paid later. But I think
shan’t be left with anything to teach she said, as she was going, “ I will call
she would say emphatically, and then on my way home and say good-by to
Mr. Binney’s nephew Joe, or some Mr. Binny, in case I might not have
other good fellow who heard her, would another opportunity.”
declare she should set up a school for
“Do,” said Sally, and away she went.
wives, for there never were such wives
Mr. Binney was at home.
He had
as the girls whom Miss Bright had not been quite well lately; nothing more
brought up. She had taught Joe’s than a cold, but it had kept him a pri
wife Sally and her sister, and though soner.
To-day he might have gone
since then she had had other situations out, but he had not felt inclined to,
at holiday time, or whenever she was and he gallantly said he was glad to be
seeking employment, she always return in, as lie should have been sorry indeed
ed to the house of Dr. Brendon, their to have missed seeing Miss Bright.
father.
“And so you are really going to
When Mr. Binney dropped in, as he leave us,” he said, and almost regret
frequently did, to inquire after his old fully too.
“ Well, you will be very
friends, the Brendons, he from time to much missed. I don’t know what the
time found Miss Bright there, and hap Brendons will do.”
pening on the occasion of one of his
“ They will not miss me more than I
visits to bring the news that Mrs. Bin shall them,” and the.brave little woman
ney was illj with no one whose business made an effort that her voice should
it seemed to be to look after her, noth not sound shaky7; “but you know, Mr.
ing was more natural than that Miss Binney, I am not growing younger
Bright should volunteer, and a great am I ?”
comfort they found her.
“No,” .he said, “that is true. I was
So sprightly yet unobtrusive was th e , saying the same to myself of myself
cheery little woman that Mrs. Binney only to-day.”
herself was influenced in her favor, un
“Yes, only with men it does not
til, with an eye ‘t o their mutual comfort seem to matter, but women the thought
Mr. Binney proposed Miss Bright stay always comes with a little shudder,
ing with them altogether. “ Why not,” that when we get old and want quiet
he said. “ We could well afford to pay and rest and a comfortable armchair by
her a s'alary.” But this word salary the fire there is a doubt whether we
acting like magic on Mrs. Binney shall be able.to get them.”
seemed to bring her to her . senses im
Mr. Binney did not answer, and fear
mediately. She would be very glad to ing she was saying too much about her
have Miss Bright as a visitor as long own feelings, she altered her tone which
as she liked to stay, but as to living had been a little sad, and went on in
with them altogether, “No t” she would her usual cheerful way : “ But then I
not give her consent to that ; she had ought to feel so thankful that this
always objected to having in her house opening has been made for me. I. told
a third party.
It was then that Miss them that I knew something would
Bright’s friends pulled very long faces come; it has- always done so ; I have al
indeed. What would she do they asked ways been so lucky.”
her.
“ I t’s your happy disposition makes
“Oh, something is sure to turn up,” yon say so, my dear Miss Bright; a
she said hopefully. "“ Whenever, I have cheerful spirit shortens the longest day7.
come to my last ebb an opening has I wish I could follow your example. I
been made for me, so 1 am not going to often feel condemned at my w ant'
despair now.”
of contentment—of gratitude, I
And she said this all the more em ought to say.”
phatically, because in spite of her con
But that Miss Bright would not al
fidence she could not help feeling that low ; she reminded Mr. Binney of the
a voice which she could not still, kept many kind actions he had done, and in
repeating : “ What will you do when her own quiet way thanked him for the
ou grow older ? Teaching will get thoughtful present he had sent to her.
harder than ever.” That was true
“No, no, no, now you must not speak
enough, but what else was there for her of that,” Mr. Binney hastily interrup-.
to do 1
ted her'; and to give a turn to the con
When Mrs. Binney died, which hap versation he said she “ must have .some
pened quite suddenly about a year be tea,” and ringing to order it, he hoped
fore, there had been some talk as to she" could stay.
Miss Bright going to Mr. Binney as
Well, 37es, she thought she could
housekeeper, but this proposition had spare time for that—indeed, to be plain
been made without the knowledge or ■he was not in such a very great harry.
consent of the principal person con The fact had been that Joe had had an
cerned, who, as soon as the hint was unexpected holiday7; and she saw that,
given, negatived it.
only for her being there, he had Trome
Mr. Binney thoroughly appreciated home to go out with Sally.
Miss Bright, but he had lost his taste
“ So I hope the little fib I told will be
for matrimony; he remembered that he forgiven me, for when I said that I was
had spent forty excellent years without wanted home, although 'i t was quite
a wife, and, notwithstanding he was true perhaps, I need not but for that
now a widower, he could not conscien have left quite so early. But it was so
tiously say that he felt his state to be nice of Joe to come home.
I dp love
so very unhappy.
to see husbands and wives7 companions
Susan the cook, respectable and staid to each o th er!”
would, he felt sure, manage his house“ Ah,.indeed, yes; that is the object

“OLD MR. BINNEY.”
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of matrimony7, too often, I fear, lost
sight of in our day, by the young and
old too.” ;
But Miss Bright did not agree. “No,
she knew so many7 united couples.
There were the Brendons now-—” . but
at this moment the tea was brought in
and Miss Bright asked should she pour
it out. Her offer was accepted. “ Only,”
said Mr. Binney; “you must take off
your cloak, or you won’t feel the good
pf it when you go; and your bonnet,
too, wouldn’t you be more comfortable
with out that ?”
Miss Bright said “No,” she would
not take her bonnet off.
“ Haven’t a cap with you, I suppose?’
said the old gentleman slyly.
“Yes, indeed I have—a present from
Sally7—and a very becoming one, too.”
“ Put it on then, and let me pass my
opinion.”
Miss Bright hastened to obey, and
when she came for his inspection the
smile on her face and the soft pink in
her cheek made her look ten years
younger.
“ Well,” she said, “now what lio y7ou
think of it ?”
“I think if you take my advice you
will never wear any other.”
“ Really,”, and she laughed softly; but
it is for high days and holidays, you
know !” And she tip-toed to look in
the chimney-glass, saying that i t cer
tainly was a very pretty cap, and then
she sat down to pour out the tea. The
best tea things !” she said admiringly ;
“I am so fond of pretty china!”
And then searching in the sugar basin
she added : “I have not forgotten that
you like two lumps of sugar, you see.”
Mr. Binney smiled complacently;
a feeling of well being and comfort
took possession of him.
Of a certainty it was very pleasant
to have a congenial somebody to bear
one company, one who could talk well
listen well and hold her tongue well if
necéssary. Experience had assured
him of that. Miss Bright possessed
each of these good qualities.
When
she had stayed there when Mrs. Binney
was first ill, their evenings had. passed
very pleasantly, and recalling the
things they had done, he asked :
“Do you often play chess now ?”
“ No, never.”
“ Gribbage, backgammon?”
“I ’ve no one to play with.
That is
one thing in my going away,” and she
swallowed a sigh—“my evéhings will be
less-lonely.”
“Ah, yes, I find the time very long
after dinner. I don’t like to go to bed
before half past ten, although I Often
feel inclined to.”
“ And the days draw in so quickly
now there is no afternoon—-it is all
evening, which reminds me that it is
getting time for me to go, for it takes
me quite an hour to get to the station.”
4 “ Not in a cab?”
“No, but I am going to walk ; it is
quite fine and dry, and I if feel tired at
the Gonway road I shall wait at the
corner for the omnibus passing.”
Miss Bright began to put on her bon
net. Mr. Binney walked to the window
for a minute he looked out, then he
rang the bell.
“I shall go as far as the Conway road
with you.”
“ Oh Mr. Binney ! No, pray don’t
think of such a thing ; it might give
a cold, and there isn’t the slightest oc
casion—I am so accustomed to go
about alone.”
But Mr. Binney remained firm ; his
hat and coat were brought to him, and
away the two set off together. They
chatted pleasantly as they walked
along. “I shall hope to come and see
them all sometimes,” Miss Bright said.
“ I know as long as the Brendons have
a home they will take me in.”
“And remember that so long as I
have a house there will be room for you
in it.”
“ That is very kind of you, Mr. Bin
ney,” she said softly. “ I am sure I do
not know why people all are so good
to me.”
Mr. Binney apparently was no better
able to inform her, and.they walked on
silently until the Conway road was
reached.
“Now, then,” said Miss Bright “ here
we say farewell,” and she held out her
hand, but Mr. Binney did not take it;
he was engaged in hailing a cab he saw;
then he drew out his purse, and Miss
Bright knew that he intended settling
with the man for the fare. She shook
her head at him reprovingly.
Mr. Binney gave the driections to
the drjver, and then he held out his
hand, hesitated, opened the door and
said : ■“I don’t see why I should not
go with you as far as the station,” .
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. At the railway station they had but
a short time of waiting. Miss Bright
stood near the carriage she had chosen
nothing remained but to say good-bye
and enter. •*
-.
•
“ And you will let us hear how you
get on ?” for she had not said she was
coming up again.
“ Oh, I shall often write to the Bren
dons and Sally. You will hear of me
through them.
“And I hope so very much that you
will be comfortable and appy.
Miss Bright tried tu smile, but her
eyes filled rapidly, and to hide the tears
she half turned away.
“ I wish that you were not obliged to
go away; couldn’t anything be managed
for you ?”
She shook her head sadly. “No,”
she said; “ I ¡tried everything I could,”
and here a sob would come, “ but no
body seemed to want me.
“ I—I want you.” Mr. Binney was
stammering out his words excitedly.
“Miss Bright, can you—will -you stay
for me ? Could you consent to become
Mrs. Binney ?”
“ Mrs. Binney ! — I !”— everything
seemed to swim around her—“but, Mr.
Binney, such an idea never onçe oc
curred to me.”
“ I am very sure of that, my dear,”
he said earnestly, “and it has taken
some time to come to me, or I should
have, made the offer long ago; however,
better late than never—that is, if y7ou
will accept me.”
“ Oh, but I hink it is so good of you
—and you feel sure that I can make you
happy.
What will the Brendons and
Sally say ?”
“ Say that I am more lucky than I
deserve to be for not asking you before.
Now I understand why I wouldn’t con
sent to your being my housekeeper. I
was wanting you for my wife you
know.”
Miss Bright held up her hands in
dismay. “ Oh, m y!” she cried. “ There’s the
train off—gone, I declare !”
“What of that if it is ?—'another will
soon follow, and while we are waiting
for it, we can arrange our plans and fix
the day.”
And if any one wishes to know how.
it all ended, I can satisiiy their curios
ity by telling them that a,more happy
cheery couple never were seen than the
present Mr. and Mrs. Binney.— Temple
Bar.
%

—
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reason the law is not enforced as it
should be and the almshouse population
in New York and adjoining States has
been largely increased of late from this
source. I t is time that the Commis
sioners of Emigration learn that they
have some duties to perform besides
drawing their pay,' and that among
those duties one of the most important
is that of preventing the landing of
foreign paupers.—Phila. Times.

Receipts.
A receipt is a written acknowledg
ment of the payment of a debt. . All
business men preserve receipts carefully.
that they may be able to show pay
ment, if,.by any chance, a bill is pre
sented a second time.
A receipt in full will prevent a suit
for the recovery of all debts except
those by account; but a receipt for
.the payment of an account is not valid,
unless the whole amount of the debt is
paid. If, by agreement, a part only is
paid, and a receipt in full is given, the
creditor may sue for the balance that
remains unpaid. The receipt, so given,
is valid only for the amount actually
paid.
This rule of law dates back to the
time of Queen Elizabeth. I t is a just
rule ; for every man who can ought to
pay his debts in full. Some exceptions,
however, are made where, from the cir
cumstances of the case, it is just to
modify it.
A receipt in full of an account, of
which the amount is unsettled, is bind
ing, though the debt proves larger than
was expected. Disputed accounts may
be settled by part payment, for the law
says that the amount ‘so paid was all
that was actually due.
Part payment of a note will release
the debtor, if he takes a receipt in full,
for this rule rule applies only to ac
counts.
When it creditor receives a partial
payment from a friend or relation of
the debtor, a receipt in full will be
binding upon him. If he takes goods
or merchandise for a part of the debt,
and gives a receipt in full, he cannot
sue for the remainder; for the law says
that he took the goods on speculation,
and must stand to his bargain.
When a creditor takes a note for a
part ofliis bill, and gives a receipt for
the whole, he can only recover the
amount of the note. Also, a part pay
ment made before the account is due,
or
in some place other than that in
Immigrants T h at Are Not W anted.
which it should be paid, will cancel the
I t has been .the common boast of the debt, if a receipt in full is given. It
American people that the United was a favor’to the creditor to pay him
States were the home and aslyura for at that time or place, and his receipt is
the oppressed and unfortunate of all binding.
countries. The oppressed and the un
If a man is unable to pay his debts
fortunate and even the fortunate of in full, and his creditors agree to take
foreign nations have taken the Ameri a part in place of the whole, • they are
can people at their word and have come bound by their receipts. The law
with a rush to the shores that were favors compromises of this nature,
said to be so hospitable. So great has since they prevent law suits.
been the movement that the generous11 Although this rule sometimes bears
and hospitable American people, espe hardly on honest men, who are trying
cially those of foreign birth, have be to pay their debts, it is the best that
gun to claim that there is such a thing can be devised, as it reaches all classes
as too much generosity and hospitality, of men, both the honest and the dis
and the line has been drawn at the honest.
Chinaman, with sundry indications that
When a seal is placed upon a receipt
Hungarians and Italians may soon be the creditor is not allowed to claim that
excepted from the general invitation only part of the account was paid. The
and welcome.
law regards the seal as decisive evi
On the whole there can be no doubt dence that the whole debt for which
that this liberal policy in regard to im the receipt was given was paid.
migration has been beneficial not only
In the case of receipts there is a curi
to the immigrants themselves but to osity of the law. It is well established
the country as well. Railways have that, when a written contract is pro
been built, mines opened and worked, duced in court, it cannot be altered' in
manufactories established and success any way by evidence by word or moufh.
fully conducted and our unoccupied I t must stand or fall by itself. One
acres tilled and made profitable by the would think that a receipt would be
labor of these able-bodied and willing governed by this rule, inasmuch as it
foreign workers. Those that have al acknowledges in writing the full pay
ready come with stout hearts and will ment of a debt. This being the caste,
ing hands to work for their bread and how can a creditor come into court and
help to develope the resources of the show, by oral evidence, that though
country need to make no apology for the receipt acknowledges full payment,
their intrusion and tfiose that still de only a portion of the bill was really
sire to come under the same conditions paid ? To avoid this difficulty, the law
should be welcomed, as there is room creates what is called a ‘legal fiction.
and work enough for a great many I t declares that the receipt is not, in
more in this broad land.
itself, a contract, though it has most of
But there is a class of immigrants the elements of one. It is merely7 evi
that are finding their way to our shores dence of an oral contract, by which the
oriate that most decidely are not w ait creditor agreed to take a portion of the
ed. They are the paupers who are un debt and release the debtor. Therefore
able to support themselves in this oral evidence of the extent of the pay
country or any other. ' Whether they ment may be admitted, for though a
come of their own accord or are “as written contract cannot be altered by
oral evidence, yet the meaning of writ
sisted” by foreign authorities in order ten evidence may be altered by oral
to get rid of them these useless and evidence.
burdensome immigrants should be
Lincoln’s L a st Picture.
promptly sent back to the ports from
whence they, are- shipped. The law
Soon after President Lincoln’s sec
provides that the Commissioners of
Emigration shall make thorough search ond inauguration, rumors of plots and
and prevent the landing of panper im dangers caused his friends to urge upon
migrants, but for some unaccountable him tihe necessity of a guard. He final

ly consented to the presence of such a
body, and accordingly an audience with
him became a matter of some difficulty.
On the afternoon of the 6th of March,
Mr. H. F. Warren, a photographer of
Waltham, Mass., sought a presentation
to Mr. Lincoln, but found, after con
sulting the guard, that an interview
could be had on that day only7 in a,
somewhat irregular manner.
After some conversation with the of
ficers in charge, who became convinced
of his loyalty, Mr. Warren was admit
ted within the lines, and, at the same
time, was given to understand that the
surest way to obtain an audienc with
the President was through an interces
sion of his little son “Tad.” ;
The latter was a great7pet with the
soldiers, and was constantly at the bar
racks. He soon made his appearance,
mounted on his pony.
He and the pony. were soon placed
in position and photographed, after
which Mr. Warren asked “Tad” to tell
his father that a man had come all the
way from Boston who was particiilarly
anxious to.see him, and to obtain a sit
ting from him. “ Tad” went to see his
father, and word was soon returned
that Mr. Lincoln would comply.
In the meantime, Mr. Warren had
improvised a kind of studio upon the
south balcony of the White House.
Mr". Lincoln soon came out, and, say
ing but a few w’ords, took his seat as
indicated.
After a single negative was taken, he
inquired, “ Is that all, sir?”
Unwilling to detain him any longer
than was necessary, Mr. Warren replied,
“Yes, sir,” and the President immedi
ately withdrew.
*
A t the time he appeared upon the
balcony, the wind was blowing freshly,
as his disarranged hair indicates, and
as sunset was approaching, it was dif
ficult to obtain a sharp picture.
Six weeks later President Lincoln
was dead, and it is doubtless true that
this is the last photograph ever made
of him.— Gentury.

were two John Miltons, the one as un
like the other as “ Lycidas” to the aver
age versified obituary notice in a daily
newspaper.
The real Milton was a
creature of many human infirmities,
some of them of the meanest and most
pitiful. He tyrannized over his w ife,'
stinted the education of his daughters
•because he did not believe women
should be educated, and was insensible
to-the thought of*toleration, either in
, politics or religion. And yet the ideal
.side of this man was one of the most
august figures of his century, remark
able for distinguished men.
NAPOLEON AND MIRABEAU.

The Napoleon of popular history is
painted as a man superior to all the or
dinary vices and passions of humanity
—more god than man. Those who
stood closest to him in life, and have
written of him most understanding^7,
describe him as one addicted to all the
baser passions. The “great” Mirabeau,
who stirred up the most terrible revo
lution of Europe in the name of all pub
lic^ and private virtues, was, on the
ideal side of' him, the wonderful states
man, the pure patriot, the grand elec
trifying orator who could alike sway
the National Assembly or the multi
tude and mold them to his will against
corruption in the court and tyranny of
the aristocracy of France. But the
other side of this invincible reformer
was as black and as turgid as the
abuses he essayed to reform. He car
ried his patriotism on his sleeve and
played a part like a stage actor to keep
himself in the eye of the world.
WASHINGTON AND THE ADAMSES.

It is said that even the immortal
Washington was a very common-place
sort of person among his Virginia
neighbors and took all the wisdom of
his public epistles at second-hand from
his friend Hamilton. From general
history the two Adamses, who became
Presidents—father and son—are known
only as statesmen intensely devoted to
their country and liberty, without a
thought to themselves; but from a later
view of the real Adamses they appear
G R E A T M EN.
to have been permanently endowed
THE BEAL AND IDEAL ASPECTS OP THEIB with that “ prudent, cautious self-con
trol” which Burns calls “ wisdom’s
CHARACTERS CONTRASTED.
root,” but which others have taken for
: cold-bloodedness and an eye to the
PREDERICK THE GREAT.
The majority of mankind have two “ main chance.”
WEBSTER AND CLAY.
natures—or rather two dissimilar ideas
Moral,
sober, severely critical Bos
to one nature—the real and the ideal.
The men who are called. “great,” those ton never had another idol she wor
most written and talked of, do not difi shiped with the ardor and constancy of
fer in this respect from the common zeal she lavished on “the great” Web
herd. High-sounding names in history ster. And yet the other side of the
often cover much meanness and little constitutional expounder’s character
ness, as well as some real greatness of was as human as possible; and the
of soul. The average historian and same is true of the great Clay, who for
biographer skips the former and dwells forty years had no peer in the hearts
only on the latter. This is not the of Kentuckians. There were two Webproper way to write history,, but it is sters, two Clays, two Andrew Jacksons,
the way most of it is written, and if the two Calhouns, as unlike each other as
truth must be told, it is the way most saint to sinner. Nor do we, nor should
people like to have it written. Ortho we think the less of them on that ac
dox Prussians would rather notread count.— San Francisco Chronicle.
that their “ Great Frederick” neglected
T h at Silo.
his most excellent wife, was ungrateful
to his noble and devoted sister, and
“If y7ou don’t know, own up and
acted the coward at the first battle he
learn,”
is a wise saying. But there
fought. They prefer to know only the
are many people who make a pretense
ideal side of him, as it is presented in
of knowing everything. And if they
his successes as a general, a politican
and a king who had a good deal better want to gain a- piece of information,
they will twist and turn in every direc
sense than his royal contemporaries.
tion to avoid confessing their ignorance
DR. SAMUEL JOHNSON.
and asking squarely.
The first really good and true Enlish
One of these people, an old Rhode
attempt at biography has often been 'Islander, one day fell into conversation
attributed to Boswell. His subject,. with a Massachusetts farmer, who had
Dr. Samuel Johnson, went through all the modern improvements on his
life with a reputation for wisdom and farm.
intellectual power above all his con
“I ’ve had great success with my silo,”
temporaries, and these included many remarked the young man.
Now the old man, like a good many
names illustrious in statesmanship^
wiser people,, didn’t know what a silo
literature, oratory and law. Boswell’s was—a deep trench in the ground, in
“ Life” presented both sides of the man which green fodder is packed away for
with a minuteness of detail tiresome to winter use. But he wouldn’t acknow
the reader, but of unspeakable advan ledge his ignorance, and set out to
tage to the cause of truth. The result learn it by drawing out the young man.
But the latter came from Massachu
was that the great man was clearly setts, and he saw the point and deter
shown to have two ‘distinct natures— mined not to describe the silo till he
one contemptibly little, soaked in pre was asked.
“ What’s the expense?” began the old
judices and superstitions that might
disgrace a clodhopper; the other simu man, doubtful whether the silo was
fish, flesn, fowl, or machine.
lating greatness, but mixed up with
“Not very heavy although it does
pomposity, madness and the qualities take a lot of fodder to fill it up.”
“Aha!” thought the old man; “ it
of a bully, rather than the philosopher
must
be an animal.” So he went on.
that the worshippers of the ideal John
“Much trouble to take care of?”
son contended he was.
“No; only hav e to keep it well
SHAKESPEARE AND MILTON.
covered.”
“My animals,” thought the old man
I t has become popular, of late dayrs,
again, “give more trouble than that.
to idolize Shakespeare; to see and But I ’ll see. Perhaps it’s an old ox.
study, to see. only the ideal side of him. W hat’s the measurements ?” he asked,
Possibly a glimpse of the real Shake keeping to general questions..
“Ours is about thirty by seven by
speare, as he appeared among his con
ten.”
temporaries, as the husband of a neg
“ Sakes alive!” cried the old man,
lected wife, or the humble and despised “What is a silo, anyhow? I ’ll give up
caterer to royality and .nobility, might tryin’ to find out without askin’.”
And then he found out.
make us think him less divine. There

Lim

sight or smell. No two writers seem
Silver Paym ents in Sight.
the crop the third largest in our history
to be able to agree upon the point.
but, allowing for increase o f popula* From the Philada. Times.
Many curious instances of the marvel
I t is becoming painfully evident that lous power of the vulture for discover-.
tion, it is relatively 60,000,000 bushels
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.
short of 1880, and half this below the the time is not far distant when the ing carrion are quoted. These birds
transition from a gold to à silver basis have been known to travel twenty
rop of 1882."'
C O LLEG EV ILLE, MONTG., CO., PA.
in American monetary affairs will take miles after the carcass of a dead cow
place. The gold balance in the United buried under a heap of leaves, whileA n earthquake is a phenomenon of States Treasury has decreased $50,000,- after a battle in the open desert the
E. S. M OSER, Editor and Proprietor
such rare occurrence with us, that even 000 since January last and at the end air is full of them.
Thursday, August 14, 1884.
moderate one, if undoubted, causes of July there was only $118,000,000 of
General Butler has been surveying
gold remaining in that institution that
considerable consternation, and is wide was not covered by outstanding certifi the Presidential field for several weeks
ly commented upon. The earthquake cates. The Secretary of the Treasury from a favorable look-out on the politi Are you troubled with the Insects? If so,
Politics;
The election of a President,
of Sunday last was generally felt is required by law to keep $100,000,- cal fence, and he has now decided that call on
And Governors,
^
throughout the Eastern Atlantic States, 000 in gold in' reserve for redemption he will accept the triple Presidential
and if the drain continues at nominations of the Greenback, the La
And Congressman,
and was at least sevete enough to leave purposes
the* recent rate that limit will have been bor and the anti-Monopoly parties.
And other officials.—
little doubt as to the cause of the rum reached in less than three months. In Somebody will be hurt by Butler’s can
Shocking Scandals,
bling and shaking windows and chande the meantime the everlasting accumu didacy, but the public generally will
Scandal-mongers,
liers, even during the earthquake’s lation of light-weight dollars goes on welcome him because he will make the
And Scandal hunters.—
operation. The excitement was greatest and as the pile of gold grows smaller campaign piquant and lively. Whether
the mountain of silver increases at an Cleveland or Blaine will be the sufferer
Campaign Liars.
in the thickly populated portions of amazing rate.
on the home-stretch by Butler’s candi
Numerous Candidates,
large cities. A curious result of the
Of the effect upon the financial inter dacy is evidently clear to Butler’s mind,
shock was a feeling, experienced by ests of the country when the change but it isn’t clear to those who estimate
Blaine,
some, similar to seasickness. There is does take place there can be no doubt. the probable judgement of the Ameri
Cleveland,
a natural disagreement as to the dura Gold will cease to be money and be can people on the basis of general in
Butler,
come an article of merchandise again, telligence.
tion of the earthquake, the tme be being drained out of the country as it
S t John,
Phocenixville, Pa.
Mr. Dorsey, the Star route chief, was
ing variously estimated at from ten was during the rebellion. The dollar
Pomeroy—
And others.
seconds to half a minute. Whatever of the people will be the silver dollar, met in New Mexico recently, by J. B.
Grinnel, of Des Moines, Iowa. To the
Political Revolution threatened.
the cause of such phenomena, they are the purchasing power of which will question “ Will the Republicans win?” And purchase as many adjustable
decrease
just
to
the
extent
of
the
pre
little .to be feared in this quarter of the
Floods,
Dorsey replied: “If Blaine manages his
globe, where no serious shocks have oc mium on gold. The heavy transactions own campaign as head captain they
Cyclones,
Mosquito and Fly Screens
will be made, of course, by means of the
curred within the memory of man.
Earthquakes,—
silver certificates, thus saving the ne will. He is a born leader, the brainiest
And if the people of this immense
cessity of transporting the heavy coin man in political life to-day.” When As you have windows at 35 CENTS EACH, and
OU R W A S H IN G T O N L E T T E R .
at the same time you can examine their
in large quantities. But for thé certifi asked if he regretted his present politi
country are not sufficiently interested
cal
inactivity
his
response,
without
W a sh in g to n , D. C., August 11 1884. cates indeed the transaction of a large
let us have a duel between McClure
bitterness, was : “No; I am hot in Indi
One of the most interesting and in- volume of business by means of this ana watching the border for the illegal
and Smith of Philadelphia, with
bulky
coin
would
be
impossible,
as
a
Chas. A. Dana as one of the principal sructive of the departmental reports is million dollars in silver occupies the hordes that swamped us before. I am
that proceeding from the Commis
bronzed, healthy, a t last, and happy
referees. .
sioner of Education. The volume em space of a cord and a quarter of old- without the herd and in company with
braces eleven hundred pages, and ex fashioned, four-foot wood and weighs my friends, who don’t, come to see me
upwards of thirty tons. Foreign ex
T he numerous Republican friends of hausts the subject of education in change will advance and American for politeness sake or unreasonable
Leather and Cotton Fly Nets, Ear Tips, &c.
America so far as the statistics are
Geo. N. Corson, Esq., have determined concerned. With a school population securities will be weakened abroad, favors.”
to urge the nomination of that distin of sixteen million in the country, there with a fair prospect that millions of
dollars of these securities now in the
HAYS YOU SBBH
guished gentleman for Congress at the are six million who attend school out hands of foreign holders will be thrown
of the ten million 'enrolled. There are
The
new
style Parasols, just out this season ?
coming Norristown Convention. They two hundred and ninety-three thousand back on our hands.
Leopold’s have them, and you make a mistake
There
is
nothing
that
can
prevent
realize the fact that this district, noted teachers, to whom was paid last year this unsettling of our financial affairs if you buy without examining them.
FIFTY different shades; in one pound, pint,
Up
half-gallon, one and five gallon, cans;
French Armures in the latest shades are quart,
for its intelligence, wealth, resources, ninety-one millions of dollars.
within
a
few
months
except
a
heavy
Remember the place.
wards of one-half of the number of
and extensive business interests, should teachers were women, whose salaries balance of trade in our favor and large among the new dress goods just opened at Leo
be represented at Washington by a are gradually getting to a figure near importations of European gold, of pold’s.
Albatros in a nice line of new shades at Leo
N. H. BENJAMIN & CO.
there is no certainty at present.
Congressman possessing recognized to the just proportion of that of the which
pold’s. Prices very low for the quality.
Congress
could
have
saved
the
country
Jos. Fitwater & Son’s Old Stand.
New line of all wool Buntings have come in
intellectual ability.
There is a crying male teachers. Why a man should re from this danger by the repeal of the
ceive one hundred dollars per month
at
Leopold’s.
.
need for a man with sufficient brains to for the duty that a woman is required silver coinage act during its late session;
The largest variety of Silks in Blacks, solid
represent the seventh district with dis to perform for forty or fifty dollars, is but as that body chose to be the ser colors, and fancy Summer Silks to be found in
vant
of
the
few
silver
kings
rather
than
tinction, credit and honor. Mr. Corson not comprehended by the ordinary
is at Leopold’s. *
the servant of the many people there Pottstown,
If you want a Black Silk which will not cut
is thoroughly qualified for the position. mind. While the colored population is a fair prospect that the millions will
His intellectual grasp is far-reaching send eight hundred and three thousand be buying their bread and meat within Leopold’s is the place to go for it.
of its children to school in the South,
Wraps of every description can be advanta
and his mental brilliancy, eloquence, the whites in the Southern States with a short time with depreciated dollars, geously procured at Leopold’s.
and versatility, are admitted facts. His double the number of school population that will pay for a considerable less
Rhatzamere and Ottoman Silks for suits and
claims for the position are hot second send only half as many more to school! than a dollar’s worth of those very ne wraps in large variety at Leopold’s.
cessary articles.
Cloths for Ladies’ Coats in many different
to those of any other candidate. The There are eight thousand colored pu
6tyles and qualities among the new ones just
pils
in
normal
schools,
six
hundred
in
Republican'party ought not to be for academies, and two thousand three
opened at Leopold’s.
Interesting Paragraphs.
getful of its most effective and enthusi hundred in colleges. There are half a
Jerseys at lower prices and in larger variety
astic workers, in season and out of million of students pursuing studies
The French Government has sup of styles than ever before, can now be found at
season. The people of this district will above and bsyond the elementary plied M. Pasteur with $12,000 for Leopold's.
Plaited Jerseys, Slashed Jerseys and Braided
sooner or later tire of namby-pamby schools, that is, the higher branches of his further hydrophobia experiments. Jefteys among the new stock at Leopold’s.
-ATeducation, and upward of twenty-three France is always a warm encoyragér of
Victoria Lawns, India Linens, Dotted Swiss,
Representatives and when they do thousand ministers, doctors, lawyers, science, whatever kind of government and
other white dress goods in large variety at
Leopold’s.
there is going to be a lively political and scientific men emerge from the she may enjoy for the time being.
Embroideries and Laces in choice styles at
revolution. Give us a man who would college every year, with the doctors
Leopold’s.
I
t
was
a
Massachusetts
jury
that
Chambrays, Seersuckers, Ghinghams, Satbe a Congressman in fact as well as in decidedly in the ascendency. .
rendered the verdict : “Died by the teensj Linen Lawns, all new, at Leopold’s.
Congress
saw
fit
at
its
last
session
name, a man gifted by nature, training
Muslin Underwear for ladies, made from mus
to increase the fee of pension claim hereditary visitation of God.” The
manufactured by-the Fruit of the Loom Mills
and education to hold the responsible agents to $25, conditional that it should man had broken his neck when drunk, lin
and made in the best possible manner, is being An elegant, fine Sil
position, a man of intellectual force and be paid upon the allowance of the claim, and a similar mishap had befallen his sold at Leopold’s at exceedingly low prices, in ver-plated Spoon giv
order to build up a trade in this line. I t cannot en away with a mam
power, a man who would at once com under an agreement executed in dupli grand-father.
pay any lady to make her own underwear as well
to buy this make of goods made up, as the moth 3 lb. bar of
mand admiration and respect on the cate between the claimant and his at
A rose bush at Antioch, Mich., has as
prices are very little more than the cost of the “ID EA L” W h i t e
torney,
which
should
also
be
approved
bloomed this season without a bud. materials unmade.
floors of the House.
Such a man is
by the commissienqr of Pensions. The
Summer gloves of every desirable kind are Soap, price, only 25
Geo. N. Corson Esq., the genius among identical provisions of this law are em The petals have developed in regular opened
cents.
SPECIAL
at Leopold’s.
order around the stalk, and the effect
Spring Hosiery in fine as well as low priced
men, and we hope to see him nominated bodied in a report made by Commis is singular and beautiful. They seem
goods, in many different grades, from 5 cents to
DRIVE IN MUS
for the position he is so admirably sioner Dudley in December, 1883, in to have grown from the stem like com $1, at Leopold’s.
LINS. New York
Go
to
Leopold’s
for
first-class
dressmaking.
which
he
strongly
urged
Congress
to
mon leaves, but form splendid crimson . Do you want the best Sewtng Machine in the
qualified to fill.
Mills, 12c, fo'rmeradopt some measure looking to the re roses.
market ? Go to Leopold’s.
ly 14. Wamsutta
lief of the Pension Office from tjie petty
12c., formerly 14.
HOWARD LEOPOLD*
T h e coming Montgomery County annoyances proceeding from the army
A Belmont, Dakota, farmer, owns a
William8ville,
12,
POTTSTOWN,
PA.
horse
affected
with
the
glanders.
He
Centennial Celebration promises to be of $10 attorneys, who were resorting
formerly 14. Fruit
has
given
a
mortgage
upon
the
horse.
to
all
kinds
of
legal
and
illegal
legerde
a grand success. We hope it may be.
FOR SALE !
A BARGAIN !
main to get a larger fee for their work If he allows the horse to live his neigh
of Loom, 10 c., for
than the law provided. Now that Mr. bors threaten him with arrest for keep L O T OF C ID E R B A R R E L S ,
merly 12 c. LousT he cholera is not abating, as was Dudley has got his law passed, strange ing glandered stock. If he kills the
dale, 10c., formerly
500
C
H
E
S
T
N
U
T
R
A
IL
S
.
believed, or hoped, a short time ago. as it may appear, he is doing every horse the mortgagee threatens to ar
12. Hill, 10, former
F. W. W ETH ERILL,
ly 12. These are best
The disease is spreading through thing in his power to nullify it, and to rest him for destroying mortgaged
property.
Local
papers
advise
him
to
makes, o t h e r s re
—A R C O L A
M ILLS,—
through Southern France and Northern perpetuate the very annoyances that shoot the mortgagee.
he had been so loudly complaining of.
Collegeville, P.. O., Pa.
Areola Mill*. duced in same propor
Italy.
Who that has had any experience in
Every newspaper that Harvey Wake
the prosecution of claims before Mr. field of Colebrook, Conn., received in jp O R S A L E !
tion. We have a
bargain in fine linW e are informed that Jos E. Thropp Dudley’s bureau, knows that for every his lifetime he saved. After his death
.
en
shirt fronts.
has retired from the Congressional con dollar he receives he earns two. That recently, at the age of 82 years, a huge
A Very Desirable Property at Collegeville, con
Remnants of 5 to
of Five Acres o f Ground and a House
test. Reason : His present enfeebled an ordinary pension claim that should pile of papers, covering sixty yearp, sisting
containing nine rooms. Barn, carriage house,
10 yds of very best
be examined, investigated and allowed
physical condition renders a personal in four months, should take as many was found in his barn. He never threw and other outbuildings. F ruit in abundance.
calicoes, only 6 c.
anything
away.
Although
he
never
Apply to JOHN Z. GOTWALS.
canvass impossible. Farewell, Joe, we years, is a scandal and a disgrace to
per yard.
went to church, he left the bulk of his
the Government, and a travesty upon property to the various denominational DIANOS
hope you will turn up again.
justice to the soldier. With hundreds churches of Winsted in equal shares.^
Job lot of writing paper, .
invitation cards and en
of clerks at his beck and call, and with
Tuned. Pianos, organs, and all other musi
velopes
in boxes irom 10 c.
The Independent Republicans seem every facility afforded for protecting
A child in Leominster, Mass., placed cal instruments repaired in a satisfactory manner.
to 20 c. per box. Men’s blue
to be “hedged in,” as it were.
They the Government against fraud, it is in the graden a small piece of looking Also Teacher of music.
flannel shirts from 95c.to$1.50.
FREDERICK LEITSCH,
A beautiful decorated cup and
took hold at the wrong end of the bull. found that notwithstanding the inex glass in an upright position, and for a
Grater’s Ford, Pa.
saucer given away with a pound of
Morality is precious and everybody cusable delay in examining and allow week a sparrow has spent three hours
best green and black tea mixed at 60 c.
ing
these
pension
claims,
from
50
to
TO
pound.
Rio coffee 14 c., 17 c. and 20 e.
each
day
capering
in
front
of
it.
It
should strive to keep a good supply
Kettle coffee 20 c. Java coffee 30 c. Fresh
per cent of them get the best of Mr. will stand and peck away at its reflected
Akron Oat meal 5 c. lb. Very best syrup
of it on hand ready for immediate use, Dudley and his bureau every y e a r!
self until it gets thoroughly excited,
55 c. gal. New crop New Orleans molasses
but somehow the thing doesn’t work in
The period embraced between the then run back and forth along the fence,
75 e. gal. Two large sacks of fine table salt 9 e.
Remember that you will find th e v ^ v ^
Large sack Liverpool ground salt only $1.00.
years 1864 and 18T5, saw no less than then return to its attack, and continue
politics this year.
* Caustic soda in 5 pounds cans @ 8 e. .
296,000,000 acres of the public domain it until it falls exhausted and apparently
Choice brands of can corn, peas and
distributed as subsidies to railway cor dead. O» recovering it flies away, only S T Y L E S C O R R E C T,
tomatoes @ 10, 11 and 12 c. Finest B u t ler is a candidate,—a fact that porations. This area almost equals ten
evaporated peaches 20 c . Ib. Full
to j-eturn at the same hour the next
L
A
R
G
E
S
T
A
S
S
O
R
T
M
E
N
T
,
cream New YorK cheese 17 c. lb.
will not be forgotten nor neglected dur States of the size of New York, and day and renew the contest.
New YorK piCKles 10 c. dozen.
ing the present campaign. We have was equivalent in cash to at least $310,We maze a specialty of all
■TH E L O W ES T P R IC E S,
For
his
famous
Florida
plea
Web
Kinds of oils . Sappho safety
The Texas Pacific grant
an idea that Butler will poll a 000,000.
oil 18 c . gal . Head Light
.
ster was paid $1000 in ten $100 bills.
—AT—
alone
(for
which
the
first
solitary
rail
oil $1.50 test, white only
great many votes in various sections of
He
was
engaged
in
study
as
the
money
is yet to be laid) was worth $40,000,14 e. gal. Large stocK
the country. The discordant elements 000, and therefore it is not to be won was handed him, and, after giving a re R. M. R O O T ’S H A T, C A P ,
of ladies and children’s fine shoes, also men’s
in both the Republican and Democra dered at that the chairman of the ceipt, resumed his work. That night
boots and
shoes
at
exceedingly
low
And M ens’ Furnishing
tic parties will naturally flock to Butler House Public Lands Committee was the monéy could not be found, nor
prices. Every pair w arranted. Large selected
could
the
most
diligent
search
reveal
stocK
of
queens
and
glassware
6
in.
plates
entirely able to remark that, had he so
and what a flocking there will be I
English stoneware only 60 e . doz. 7 in. plates
Store
desired, he could have secured 1,000,- any clue to its whereabouts. A num
Euglisb stoneware only 70 c . doz.
000 acres for converting his committee ber of years afterward, Mr. Webster, 215 H IG H S T R E E T , Pottstown, Pa.
turning the leaves of a book long un
An officer of the Signal Service is. to a non-forfeiting policy.
¡ ^ “Campaign Outfits furnished to Political
The strict enforcement of the law used, found a $100 bill. On turning
represented in a Washington despatch
the next leaf he found another, and s® Clubs at less than Philadelphia prices.
as expressing the wish that the Govern which compels attorneys and agents on successively until the entire ten
ment would authorize the study of practicing before the departments to were brought to light from the place
Collegeville, Fa.
furnish certificates of good standing,
FARM ERS
earthquakes by the official weather and of requisite qualifications, such where he had absent-mindedly put them
Take Notice. The Fine Road Stallion
watchers, in order that they might be certificate to be given under the seal of as he studied.
rjiHE POPULAR
able to predict those interesting and the United States, State or Territorial
The oldest and largest tree in the
DINING ROOMS,
startling events. He thinks it would court, will weed out a whole army of world is a chestnut near the foot of
pestiferous agents who have succeeded Mount Etna. It is hollow, and large Will make the season a t the Owner’s Stables,
Under Acker’s Building, Swede Street, near
be as easy to foretell an earthquake as in scandalizing the whole public ser
Limerick Square, each day of the week, except
a thunder storm. In the Wigginsian vice and the Government besides. The enough to admit two carriages driving ing Thursday, which day he will stand at the Main, Norristown,
abreast through it. The circumference
H A R R Y B. LONG, Proprietor,
house, of N. B. Fryer, Pottstown, Pa.
sense probably it would.
exasperating delays attendant upon the of the main trunk is 212 feet. The public
Ehrin Chief is a dark Chestnut, in color, 16
Is
the
place
to go to get anything you may de
prosecution of claims for pension, etc., Grizzly Giant, monarch of the Mari hands high, and Xor style and action cannot be sire in the eating
line, prepared in the best style,
beat
in
the
State.
Ehrin
Chief
was
sired
by
are attributable to the manifest incom
at moderate cost. Fresh Oysters, the largest
W h ea t crop estimates have settled petency of these claim agents, through posa Grove, measures ninety-two feet. Toronto Chief, of Canada, having a record of and best in town, done np in every style. Remem
I- T. MILLER.
The famous “ Charter Oak,’’-near H art 2:20. Terras : $10.
ber the place and favor it with your patronage
to 485,000,000 bushels. The crop may whose blunders all claimants are obliged ford, Conn., which fell August 21,1856,
when in town.
Spot.
be larger, owing to its high quality to suffer.
was thirty-three feet in circumference P A T E N T S - “ "‘S t u
and estimates of big crops generally
at the ground.
Solicitors of U. S. and Foreign Patents, No. M RS
LS. E. D. LACHMAN,
Prof. Richard Proctor advances the
700 Seventh Street, cor. G., opp. U. S. Patent
fall under the mark, just as those of
An animated controversy has been Office, Washington, D. C. Correspondence so
theory that the solution of the great
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
short crops are generally over i t ; but question of comets is to be found in carried on for some time in the columns licited. | No charge for advice. No fée charged
unless Patent is allowed. References, Lewis
there is no present likelihood of over the ejection of ipasses akin to meteors of a London paper as to whether vul Johnson &'Co., Bankers, and Postmaster, Wash Attends to layinjg out the dead, and shroud,
making, as usual.
tures discover their prey by means of ington, D. C. Pamphlet of Instructions free.
500,000,000 bushels. This would make from the sups and giant planets,

Providence Independent.

MOSQUITOES !

_A- F E W

F A C T S :

Lowest Prices for all goods is still the -strictly
observed motto at G. F. Hunsieker’s Store.
Complete Stock of Store Goods; which means
a well selected assortment of Dry Goods, Gro
ceries, Cloths and Cassimeres, hats, boots and
shoes, and an almost endless variety of other
goods. Clothing-Made to Order in the latest
styles from any quality of goods desired, might
not be included in the simple term “ Store
Goods,” yet we do not propose to get left on
this score, no matter how you may choose. A
Fit Guaranteed.
There Is no need of a long description, nor of
much boasting. A large stock from which to
select anything you may want, at bed-rock
prices,' tells the whole story in a plain, simple
way. In Notions and Novelties for men and
women, boys ’a nd girls, the assortment, we really
think, is hard to heat. An inspection of goods,
from basement to third story, is cordially solici
ted, whether purchases are made or not. “ A
penny saved is a penny earned.” If you can
save money by purchasing your goods at Rahn
Station, why not do it ? Come and satisfy your
self in reference to this point. Nothing like sat
isfaction, after all. If you are satisfied and we
are satisfied then there is satisfaction all around.
G. F. HUNSICKER;
Ironbridge P. O.
Rahn Station, Pa.

I . S. Benjamin, & Co.,
- - P H C E X IV —

Hardware House!

5

Immense Stock of

Lap Dusters, Horse Sheets,

~ |e a d y j f M

fa in ts -

SOMETHING

N E W ! NEW.
F e n t o n B r os.,

We Are Sever D ita li!

Ehrin Chief !

GO TO T H E

J-COLLEGEVILLE DRUG STORE,
For Pure Drugs and Spices !
Culbert’s Ague Pills w ill Cure your M alaria,
Culbert’s Liver P ills w ill Cure your Billiousness, and Constipation,
|5lF “CULBERT’S DIARRHCEA M IXTURE will cure your Diarrhoea and
Dysentery. Patent Medicines of all kinds always on hand.
♦A

iitiJ N ito ,
JOSEPH

G.

GOTWALS,

(Successor to E. C. KEELOR.)

P R O V ID E N C E SQ U ARE,

.

.

.

L O W E R P R O V ID E N C E

' SPECIAL NOTICE :—I recently bought an original package of the Rest
Iron Stone, China Ware.- As to quality there is none superior, coming as it
does from England. Also.a full line of C. C. Ware, and Domestic Qucensware,
all of which will be told at rock bottom prices. The usual cry of reduction has
taken effect at my place, also. A good assortment of Dry Goods can always
be shown, and now at reduced prices. Caustic soda, single pound or in pack
ages of five. Carp chain in variety. Clothes Wringers at reduced prices. Our
----- P R I C E S

XTU’ I X

with other stores, anywhere, town or country.
per piece.

j

L

C O M

P E T E -----

’Wall Paper in Great Variety from.9 cents up,
Competition defied in

CLOTHING- FOE MEN AND BOYS,
C ut and made up by himself. Prices as low at the lowest, Satisfaction guaranteed. You will profit
by calling at the

Providence Square Store.
A M O O T C E IE F E

H. C. STYEE,

-FROM THE NEW PROPRIETOR-OF THE-

jTrappe Furniture;

Trappe,

Pa.

—A FU LL LINE OF-

I am fully prepared to show a New and wellselected stock of everything in the Furniture
line. I have taken advantage of the low
prices of goods, and by paying cash am en
abled to give Very Low Prices. I have
some Beautiful and well made Parlor
Suites in plain and embossed plush,
. raw silks, and hair cloth. Solid
W alnut Chamber Suites, marble
top, from $26 up. The make
and finish is First-Class.
Cottage Suites from $17.56
np, all colors. B o o k
Cases, Secretaries, and
Office tables, marble and wood top Sidehoards in W alnut and Ash, finished in
oil. Ilall H at Stands. W a r d r o b e s ,
Lounges, Couches, Dining Chairs, ash and
walnut Extension Tables. A fine Assort
ment of Brussells, Ingrain, Damask, & Stair

c.A -

GROCERIES
At reasonable prices.

.A l i S O

-DRY GOODS:-

IELE

T

S - ^ O T io is r s

Hemp Carpet, Window Shades, Oil Cloth. Fine
selection of Canton Matting, very cheap. • Wire
Flower Stands. Bed Springs of all kinds and
sizes, put in without extra cost. Commodes,
Clothes Wringers, &c. In fact everything that
belongs to a first-class Furniture Establishment.
Care and dispatch given to all ordered work.
Repairing and Upholstering in all its branches
by skillful workmen.
A trial is kindly
solicited.

John S. Kepler,
TRAPPE, PA.

HARDW ARE,
WOOD AND

K gTH YEAR OF

W ashington H all

COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE
Will begin August 11, 1884. This School has
entered students in nine different colleges, .from
Freshman to Junior advanced.

W ILLO W W A RE.
In Good Variety and at

BOTTOM P R IC E S .

A. RAMBO, A. M., Ph. D., Trappe,-Pa.

W ANTED.
Apply to
EPWARP) DAVID, Collegeville, P».

PAINTERS

H, C. STYER,
TRAPPE,

PA,

Providence Independent.
Thursday, August 14, 1884.
TERMS:—$1.25 PER YEAR,,IN ADVANCE.

This paper 1ms a larger circulation
in this section'of the county than any
other paper published. As an adver
tising medium the u Independent" ranks
among the most desirable papers, having
a large and Steadily increasing circula
tion in various localities throughout the
[county.
It is the aim o f the editor and pub
lisher, to make the “Independent” one o f
the best local and■general newspapers
[in the county, or anywhere else, and to
f;this end we. invite correspondence fro m
every section,
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
■ We publish the following schedule gratuitously
for the convenience of our readers.
Passenger trains leave Collegevill Station as
follows :
F O R P H IL A D E L P H I A A N D P O IN T S S O U T H .

Milk..............

•'•••g-* a- »•

Accommodation...................................... 8.28 a. m.
1-25 p. m.
Market....... ...........
Acéomodation......................................... 4.42 p. m.
F O R A L L E N T O W N A N D P O IN T S N O R T H A N D W E £ T .

Mail.................
7.03 a.
Accomodation.........................................9.14 a.
M arket............................
3.13 p.
Accommodation.............................
6.41 p.

m.
m.
m.
m.

S U N D A Y S— S O U T H .

...................
6.56 a. m.
Accomodation....................^.................. 6.59 p. m.
NORTH.

[Accommodation......................... .. • • 10.02 a. m.
Milk................................................
5.53 p. m.

|ggT* All communications, business or
lotherwise. transmitted to us through the
mails, to receive immediate attention,
must be directed to Collegeville, P. O.,
hereafter.
Alice May, only daughter of Daniel
Kline, Royersford, died recently of
diphtheria. *
Peter Kalis died Thursday morning
at his residence in Limerick township,
a»ed 11 years. He was employed for
many years on the Perkiomen and
Heading Turnpike.
The funeral was
held Sunday morning.
Norristown was visited by a tremen
dous fall of rain last Friday afternoon.
The rain began falling at 5:20 and in a
short time the streets were flooded,-the
gutters and sewers not being large
enough to carry off thé water. There
was little or no rain here at the time.
I t is stated that a young lady of
Mont Clare, this township, recently
eloped with one of the bridge builders
'employed on the new iron bridge
erected at Phcenixville. They stopped
a short time at the Dettra House Phce
nixville. The bridge builder returned
but the young lady is still missing.
Ten years ago Mrs. John Shainline,
of Bridgeport lost her power of speech.
Through all these years she has never,
been able to utter a syllable. Her little
child never heard a word from its mo
ther.
Recently strange to say, her
speech returned, and she is now able to
converse fluently as ever. This, while
4t is a mystery, is the occasion of much
rejoicing to her family and many
friends.
; - W. W. Casselberry, Secretary of the
Prohibition party of this county sends
;us the following for publication: “The
[Convention of the Prohibition Party of
Montgomery County will' be held in
Fisher’s Hall, Norristown, on Tuesday
Aug. 19, 1884, at 1.30 o’clock, P. M.,
for the purpose of placing in nomina
tion candidates for the several County
Offices to be voted for at the coming
November election. All who are in ac
cord with this movement are earnestly
invited and Urged to attend.”
The reunion of the 51st Penn’a Vet
eran Volunteer Regiment that so dis
tinguished itself in the war for the
Union will take place at Music Hall,
Norristown on Thursday, August 21.
Hon. Geo. N. Corson has accepte'd the
invitation to deliver the oration. Mr.
Corson has not only the ability to per
form that work but he has the love and
admiration of the soldiers with whom
he served as a private in the very first
call made by. President Lincoln for
1500 men. By the way he is a candi
date for Congress, the place he is well
fitted by experience and ability to fill,
and his friends, intend to push his
claims with vigor, but he will make no
personal canvass.
A N ew Kindergarten.

A number of citizens met at the res
idence of Prof.. A. Reichenbach last
Thursday evening for the purpose of
making the necessary arrangements in
establishing a kindergarten.
Prof,
Reichenbach is the prime mover in the
laudable project which now promises
to be a success. A t the meeting held
the objects of a kindergarten were pretty
thoroughly discussed. It is intended
for the training of children between the
ages of three and seven.years. I t is
to care, first of all, for the morals of
the children. The limited number of
children will enable the teacher to su
perintend their play as well as their
Sstudy. Particular attention is to be
given to the health of the children, by
proper seating, short lessons, frequent
recesses, systematical physical exercise
&c. In fact the kindergarten is to be
so conducted as to render it a cheerful
home in which a lively interest in
study and refined manners ward off
rudeness and gross misconduct. A
loom was selected at the residence of
Prof. Reichenbach for the kindergar
ten, in order to accommodate children
coming from both villages.
It was
ascertained that thirteen children are
read}’ to enter the school from the be
ginning, and the date for opening the
kindergarten was fixed for Monday,
August 25. I t is believed that this

—The Collegeville naturalist can tell think of it being a prison. While pass
POLITICAL,'CARDS .
.
The Mingo Dunkard Church will
kindergarten will be a benefit to all
other schools. surrounding it, on the hold its annual Harvest Home meeting you all about it. When to catch fish ing the last two places we were in Lappan bay which is a widening out of the p O R REGISTER OF W ILLS,
ground that it makes the right ■begin on Saturday afternoon next at 2 o’ and when to chop young fruit trees!
river. We next came to Croton Point
clock. Speakers from abroad will be
ning in tlje education of children.
—A good combination: For Presi marking the junction of of Tappin bay
in attendance.
dent, B. F. Butler. Vice-President, J. and Haverstraw bay, the latter being at
J. Roberts Rambo,
O. K. Robarts. Platform^ “The Hun some places five miles wide. We now
AN EARTH QUAKE.
of Norristown. Subject to Republican rules.
From Ironbridge.
garians must go. The time for a poli approach the Highlands- O n. the
Something unusual, ehf Well, we
tical revolution has reached this great right are isolated mounts reaching, p O R CLERK OF COURTS,
Do
not
forget
the
Ironbridge
Sunday
should remark.
This section, in com
country—and the best man- will crawl
mon with other localities of the State, School picnic next Saturday, on Hun-' 'fj'om the debris first. Lookout for above the surrounding hills and crown
ed with tufts of trees of the "most ver-sicker’s
Island.
The
Ironbridge
Band’
east of the Allegheny mountains, ex
splintersi” We say three cheers for dant hue; to the left are ridges of the
Edward Schall,
perienced the distinct shock of an will enliven the occasion with choice that tic k e t!
of Norristown. Subject to Democratic; rules.
mountains,,
some
sloping
gradually,
music.
Sutlers
will
be
allowed
on
the
earthquake, with the accompanying
from the river side till they reach their
vibrations, last Sunday afternoon grounds by paying a commission of
greatest
height several miles back from p O R REGISTER OF W ILLS, ■
The
Centennial
Association
is
mak
ten
per
cent,
on
gross
receipts.
shortly after 2 o’clock. At the time
the
river,
others rising almost abruptly
ing
steady
progress
in
its
arrangements
no one seemed to know what was thé
The citizens of this place held a
Albert Helffenstein,
matter.
Houses shook, windows rat meeting Wednesday evening, last week for holding a grand exhibition on the from the water to the height of full
tled, and everything within the build to form a Blaine and Logan club. The 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th, of September. fledged mountains. The dark pines and of Norristown. Subject to Democratic rules.
ings vibrated for a period of about ten attendance was fair.
A club was or Tuesday will be the childrens’ day. On sombre cedars set as a background to
trees with lighter foliage have the
FOR PRO TH O N O TARY,
seconds. The inhabitants of this sec ganized, officers elected, &c.
It was Wednesday the memorial exercises will the
On Thursday a grand effect of shading in a skillfully painted
tion of the globe are not used to being christened the “ Perkiomen Blaine and take place.
picture,
indeed,
the
whole
scene
far
John M ’Lean,
shaken up by earthquakes and it’ is not Logan club of Ironbridge.” Another street parade, including military and surpasses in grandeur anything which
civic societies, trades, etc., will be held.
intimated that they are anxious for a meeting will be held August 13. .
of Norriton. Subject to Democratic rules.
On Friday the exhibition will close. the hand of the most expert painters
repetition of anything of the kind in
Ilauck’s Orchestra of this place gave The Association has modified its plan can execute. Stony Point, stormed by
FOR REC O RD ER OF D E ED S,
the future. Not everybody realized a musical entertainment in Industrial
the occurrence on Sunday. Those who Hall, Schwenksville, last Saturday for admitting persons holding season “Mad Anthony” Wayne in 1119, and
in a letter to Prof. Weinber Verplanck’s Point mark the northern
Aaron Weikel,
were out of doors at the time listened evening. The choice vocal and instru tickets.
ger,
Committeeman
for this district, limit of Havenstraw bay and the com of Lower Providence Township. Subject* to
with open-eyed amazement Vhen ques mental music rendered was well re
from J. A. Strassburger, Esq., Secre mencement of the grandest scenery of Republican rules.
tioned in reference to the matter. It ceived by the audience.
It was the tary of Finance Committee, the follow the whole river.
Here the river nar
was thought by many at the time that Orchestra’s first appearance before the
FOR R E G IS T E R OF W IL L S,
the peculiar vibratory motion was public, and the boys did well. Mr. ing is stated : 4 “ The General Commit rows and we soon found ourselves in
the
midst
of
the
Highlands.
,
On
our
tee
of
the
Centennial
Association
of
caused by an unusually heavy blast or Hauck is a skillful violinist.
Edward D. Johnson,
Montgomery County has instructed me left we passed Donderberg mountain,
by the explosion of a powder mill.
Another party from Phcenixville to inform you that thé Season Tickets 1,098 feet high;.a little higher up on of Norristown. Subject to Republican rules.
No damage was done in this local
ity, and nobody appeared to be recently spent a pleasant day on Hun- which I sent you will admit the holder the right is Anthony’s Nose, 1,220 feet
and his family to the Antiquarian Ex high. A railroad tunnel passes through
sicker’s Island.
terror-stricken to any great degree.
PUBLIC SA L E
position, one coupon for each person ; the nose near the end. Much amuse
The residents of other sections of
Our small boy went fishing for bass each full ticket being good for four ad ment was caused by a man on the top
OF
the county also experienced a shaking last week and, as usual, he met with
of
a
telegraph
pole
over
the
tunnel
missions
on
one
day
;
and
that
the
hold
of their residences by the subterranean misfortune. His pole was too short,
The
er can divide .the same between the and on the ridge of the nose.
disturbance.
his line too long, and the bass on the days and his family, as he sees fit, but man waved his hat and hallooed with Will be Pol4 at Public Sale,1 mi MONDAY;
AUGUST 18,1884, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel,
The terrestial disturbance was felt hook too big.
After securing a boat
all his might; so ludicrous was the sight
ONE CAR
in different places from Maine to New he paddled after the pole that held the the coupons cannot be detached.” _
►Load of Fresh Cows with calves, direct
that everybody felt bound to wave
York. In Philadelphia and New York line, the line that held'the hook, and
from
York
county.
Good judgm ent was
much excitement prevailed amidst the the hook that held the bass. After en OUR N O R R IS T O W N L E T T E R something to show that he was percei- exercised in the selection of this stock, and if
.ved an,d his efforts duly appreciated.
will be to the interest of purchasers to attend
falling of brick chimneys, scaffoldings, countering various tribulations he Came
N o r r isto w n , Aug., 11,1884
A t Cragstone’s Landing those who sale. Sale to commence at 2 o’clock, p. m.
&c. People hurried from their houses in possession of the bass. I t meas
H. H. ALLEBACH
As there is no news that would par visited West Point went on shore. Conditions by
to the street, inquiring the cause‘of the ured 12 inches. Our small boy works
3. G. Fetterolf, auct.
They
were
one
mile
away
from
the
mil
ticularly'
interest
your
readers
I
will
unusual commotion.
hard when he goes fishing.
take the liberty of giving an account of itary academy, but cabs were secured
In speaking of the causes, of the
• P U B L IC S A L E OF
a trip up the Hudson which I took at a moderate rate and they were con
Mrs.
A.
D.
Hunsicker,
this
place,
earthquake, a prominent geologist said :
veyed
all
over
the
grounds.
The
ma
with
the
Odd
Fellows
of
this
place,
on
“ I t is due to the gradual shrinkage of was seriously ill on Sunday. /- At this
jority of the excursionists, including
Wednesday the 6th inst.
the earth’s crust. • The consequence is writing she is somewhat better.
myself remained on the boat and pro Will be sold at Public Sale on THURSDAY,
Our
train
left
Norristown
at
twenty
a lateral pressure, crushing and dis
AUGUST 21,1884,at ReifPs Hotel,Rahn Station,
placing the underground strata, &c.” H om e F lash es and S tray Sparks minutes before seven in the morning. ceeded up-the river. From the water 20 Head of Fresh Cows, selected in L e b a - ^ ^ ^
a
fine
view
is
obtained
of
the
fortifica
We
went
over
the
Norristown
railroad
non
county by the subscriber who w illJg jjj^
In the absence of any more definite in
F rom Abroad.
to Philadelphia and there took the tions and mounted cannon. The river take pleasure in. offering a superior lot of cows.
formation in regard to the matter the fore
miss this sale if you want to purchase
—Harvest Home Services in Trinity Bound Brook to Jersey City, returning is quite narrow here and makes an ab-* Don't
going theory will probably serve as well
good stock. Sale to commence at 1:30 o'clock,
rupt
turn,
thus
giving
the
gunner
of
the
same
way.
At
Yard
ley
we
crossed
Christian
Church
this
(
Thursday
)
as any other that may be advanced.
p. m. Conditions by
the Delaware on the long and high iron the fortress perfect command of vessels
AARON BERNTHEISLER,
The people of the present day and gen morning.
I. H. Johnson, clerk.
bridge which also extends over a canal within its waters at this point. Just L. H . Ingram, auct.
eration are wise in many respects, but
—Mild as it was, it was a bountiful and the Belvidere and Delaware rail above and on the same side is old Fort
when it comes to earthquakes mankind sufficiency—that earthquake !
road, both on the Jersey side. That Putman 596 feet above the water.
can only stop, consider, and regard
with amazement and awe the incom
—We direct the attention of those of part of New Jersey traversed by the From West Point to Newburg the
prehensible freaks of nature—and won our readers who are interested in ques Bound Brook railroad is generally low mountains attain their greatest gran
der what will happen next !
tions of political economy to the article and level,, but stretching off to the deur. Although there are quite a num
Will be sold at Public Sale on THURSDAY
in relation to Free Trade published on north are seen the hills which presage ber of high peaks I shall only describe AUGUST
14, at the Residence of Samuel Hall
South Beacon Hill rises gradu
the Blue mountains in the northern two.
the fourth page of the present issue.
man,
Providence township, on the road
Killed in a Peculiar Manner.
part of the state.
Cultivated fields, ally from the river up ragged, rugged leadingUpper
from Collegeville to Phcenixville, 40
sides
covered
with
stubby
trees
and
large
peach
and
apple
orchards,
com
—A. C Landis, the enterprising coal
head of Fresh Cows with calves. Among the
A child, daughter of Charles Robison
several cows weighing 1600 pounds each,
and wife, Royersford, aged fifteen and feed merchants at Yerkes Station modious barns and comfortable looking hardy bushes, until its lofty top seems lot are
■j »Those wishing to purchase first-class
'stock should attend this sale.
Also
months was almost instantly killed last recently secured the agency for Knowl- farm houses are evidences of the thrift to form a connecting link between hea
Towering above
Sunday. George Gotschall was swing ton’s Bathing Apparatus, a very unique and prosperity of the inhabitants. They ven and the earth.
will
be
sold
a
lot
of
Shoats.
Sale
at
1
o’clock.
S. H. HALLMAN,
ing the child in a hammock, the same and complete arrangement for taking are not even averse to making an hon all its companions, it attains the dizzy Conditions by
J . W. ROSENBERGER.
being fastened between two large gate baths. Further particulars next week. est penny by means of advertisements height of 1,685 feet.
Jutting out into the river, and form
for the fronts and roofs of many of
posts.
One of the posts broke off,
•—A Philadelphia correspondet says :
close to the ground, and fell on the child “Charley Robison of 814 Green Street their barns and outhouses are embel ing what seems to be an impossible
fracturing its skull at two places. Noth and his man Friday, Dr. Revats are up lished by the large lettered and showy barrier when coming down stream, the
ing could be done, and in less than half along the Perkiomen after snappers, advertisements of the various quack Storm King reigns supreme and, aye,
nostrums, etc. The principal towns is sure of immortality. Rising abrupt
an hour the little sufferer had passed Charley and Doc. should have a net.”
through
which we passed were Bound ly out of the water to the height of Delivered, if yòu wish.
away.
Brook,
Plainfield,
Westfield and Eliza 1,529 feet, he looks sullen, cold and
—N. H. Benjamin & Co., PhoenixF . W . W etherill,
The gray rocks give counten
beth.
Soon after leaving the latter stern.
ville,
are
clearing
out
their
stock
of
flyA t the Age of 89.
ARCOLA MILLS.
place
Newark
bay
was
crossed
on
a
ance
to
his
frown,
the
brush
and
moss
nets, dusters &c., at reduced rates to
Mrs. Margaret Lewis, widow of make room for fall and winter goods. very long, low wooden bridge built on form his shaggy beard and heavy locks.
Enos Lewis, ended her long earthly Those desiring anything in that line piles driven into the shallow, muddy As we stand below and gaze upon the USTÀTE NOTICE.
career Friday morning last, at her resi will do well to call and examine their bottom* Near the middle of the bay frowning,unyielding, unchangeable face
Letters of Administration on the Estate of
is a deep channel through which steam standing in strong relief against the David
dence, Trappe, aged 89 years. She stock.
Helbling, late of Upper Providence town
•
boats and other large crafts pass.
blue vault of heaven, “ Surely,” we say ship, Montgomery county, Pa., deceased, have
was a sister to Mrs. Elizabeth Royer
been
granted
to David H.* Ross, residing at ConShortly
before
eleven
o’clock
we
ar
—A
correspondent,
poetically
in
“this
is
the
work
of
a
higher
being
mother of ex-Senator Royer and Dr."
to whom all persons indebted to said
rived at Jersey City. We immediately than m an!” No earthly potentate, shohocken,
J. W. Royer. The funeral was held clined contributes the following :
estate estate are requested to make payment,
Tuesday morning, and interment was I t was on the drive that crosses the proceeded to the wharf and boarded none but God Himself can support such and those having claims or demands will make
the steamer “ Long Branch” which was everlasting power and such awful known the same without delay.
made in ’the Lutheran cemetery.. The
brook
DAVID H. ROSS, Administrator,
deceased possessed a strong mind andThat Annie and Alonzo their station in waiting to take us on our trip on grandeur.
Gonshohocken, Pa.
the
Hudson.
The
prow
of
the
vessel
Reaching Newburgh, sixty miles
was naturally very intelligent, and she
took,
was respected by many for her admira They talked of this, they talked of that, was first turned down- stream and we from New York, the boat turned and p O R SALE.
ble traits of character. Her’s was a
I can tell you what they had quite a obtained a view of Ellis and Bedloe’s we began our homeward passage. Re*,
islands on the west, and Governor’s turning to the landing we took on board
true friendship toward all with whom
A FARM OF 54 ACRES, Located in Upper
chat.
island toward ,the northeastern side of those who had stopped at West Point. Providence township, Montgomery county, on
she associated. She never paused to
On the latter is the old cir Moving on down the river the same a public road leading from the Almshouse to
reckon time or inconvenience in the The sun beamed out of the clear blue the bay.
adjoining the Quaker Meeting
sky;
cular fort called Castle William; with magnificent views were again enjoyed, Jeffersonville,
performance of a neighborly act. Her
House premises.
This property is desirably lo
And
almost
dazzled
fair
Alonzo’s
eye;
its
massive
masonry
and
ponderous
nor
did
a
repetition
detract
oqe
whit
cated, the land is in a good state of cultivation,
life was well spent, and when the even
But
there
he
stood
for
hours—two
or
and
the
buildings
are
all in good repair. Plenty
mounted guns it looks exceedingly war from their beauty in our eyes. The
ing of her long day came she sank into
water ; a variety of fruit trees. Terms rea
three,
like and if appearances are not decep musicians struck up a waltz and danc of
the “sleep which knows no waking”’
sonable. For further particulars call on or
Until the leaves threatened to fall tive, would warmly welcome any hostile ing commenced, but only in a half heart address
PHILIP SHENKEL, Trappe, Pa.
without a murmur or a struggle.
from the old plum tree.
vessel which might stray into New ed manner, soon ceasing altogether.
A rcola B r id g e .
York harbor. Leaving Governor’s is We had the “ Athletic Band” with us
From Our Trappe Correspondent.
—The Lower Providence “bully” land to the right our steamer proceeded and at intervals during the entire route
There have been quite a number of was on a rampage recently. Cage him; up the East river giving us a splendid this discoursed excellent and enliven
----- AND----view of that triumph of engineering ing music. -Some of the selections
cow sales at this place the past week he may do harm to himself.
skill—the Brooklyn Bridge. The two played on the way borne were “ The
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS.
or so.
Binder & Bro., had a sale of
piers, one on the New York and the Night Wanderer,” “Dudes of 1883,”
—The
Eagleville
Band
passed
through
40 head on Thursday last. I under
stand they were a fine lot and good here Saturday morning. A halt was other on the Brooklin side, rising many “ Patience” and “As long as the world THE FIRST TERM OF THE FIFTEENTH
prices were realized. Foresman also made opposite this office and the prin feet above the buildings on either side goes round.” I t became dark as we
YEAR WILL OPEN
as well our neighbors, including are grand and imposing. The immense neared the end of our boat ride, hut
had a sale last week, but the farmers ters
Monday, September 8, 188-4.
being busy with their oats harvest, the the parson, were treated very well, cables supporting what seems to be the full moon rising above the hills,
only
a
frail
structure,
but
yet
in
all
musically.
The
Eagleville
gentlemen
tree-tops
and
dwellings,
in
the
east
Thorough
Preparation for College, Business, or
attendance was not good. He sold know how to do it. Thanks..
parts well knit together, all assist in threw a'charm around us indescribable Teaching. Teachers of experience, and all of
about one half of his stock and has
making up the grandeur of the whole. in its beauty and picturesque effect. whom are graduates. Moderate terms. Send
left for another lot which he will have
—We acknowledge the receipt of the
Our steamer passed under the bridge We obtained a magnificient view of for our new catalogues.
here soon. » N. O. Naille also disposed annual catalogue of the North Wales
S. U. B R U N E R , Principal.
near
the New York pier, then going up both New York and Jersey City illu
of a fine lot of cows last Monday after Academy and School of Business.
stream
for
a
short
distance,
returned
minated by the thousands of brilliant
noon. I venture to say that farmers in Evidently the academy is in a flourish
need of fresh cows can almost at any ing condition. I t deserves to succeed passing directly under the centre thus electric and other lights.
giving us the best possible opportunity
At eight o’clock we were seated in
time find them on hand at this place.
under the efficient management of the to form an idea of its great height and our train and left Jersey City for home.
We expected a tiresome ride, but as the
length.
The Evangelical Sunday School cele principales. U. Brunner.
The vessel now headed up the Hud cars were not crowded all were perbration held in Custer’s grove last
—Society easily excuses the empty
Saturday proved a success. Owing to head and the empty heart, but never son river and in passing we obtained pitted to enjoy the best comforts af
an excellent view of the wharfs and forded in an ordinary railroad car.
the cloudy and threatening weather, the empty hand.
STOCK
L ee.
piers of the greatest commercial mart
the attendance was not as large as it
—One night recently fifty. chickens in the New World. Leaving the city
would have been had the day been
clear. Rev. U. H. Herschey, former were stolen from Isaac Hallman, a of New York behind we found before
M ARRIAG ES.
pastor of the church, delivered an ad farmer, near Skippackville. There is us the panorama of the Hudson. All
along the east bank are hadsome and
dress full of advice and instruction to no clue to the thieves.
August II, at the Lutheran Parsonage, Trappe,
Rev. O. Smith, Mr. Henry Huber, of Norris
parents as well as children.
—The Directors of the Poor held their elegant residences on the extreme top by
of the hills, with green sloping lawns town, and Miss Annie A. Young, of Philadel
regular
meeting
at
the
almshouse
Mon
phia.
The old stone house in the upper
and stately shade trees to the river
end of town, years ago used as a hotel day and granted orders amounting to edge. After passing Hobokon, a sub
is now being torn down. Quite a num $2,085.81.
urb of Jersey City, and Weebawkin, p O R SALE 1
—We almost neglected to state that the scene of the duel between Alexan
ber of old coins and relics have been
found. A new house is now in course the old depot heroically' battled with der Hamilton and Aaron Burr in 1804,
A Pleasant Home in the Village of Evansburg
Lower Providence township, Montgomery Co.,
of erection.
Wm. Todd is doing the earthquake No. L, and still stands,— we reach Fort Lee.
This makes the belonging
to the Estate of William Rhoades,
ready to encounter No. 2. The stay beginning of the Palisades, an unbro deceased, consisting.of
mason work.
One Acre and 15 perches
ing qualities of the old structure are
of land, in a high state of cultivation. Stone
The Ironbridge Band passed through truly remarkable, so to speak. Perhaps ken wall or column-like rock extending House, 7 rooms, out-kitchen, large frame barn,
this place last Saturday morning and the Centennial Committee had better along the western shore for about fif and other out buildings. For further informa
teen miles and varying in height from tion, address
JOHN RHOADES,
gave the villagers some splendid music, not lay hands on it.
Bridgeport, Pa.
200 to 500 feet above the river. - On
They play exceedingly well for the
the
eastern
side
of
we
passed
Spuyten,
—F.
W.
Wetherill
has
sold
his
cider
time they have been at it.
This band
-----WOOD AND WILLOW WARE-----*
has been secured to furnish the music mill and press to B. F. Williams of Duy vil creek, connecting Harlem river p O R SALE ! *
at the picnic of the Augustus Lutheran Chester county, near Phcenixville. with the Hudson and thereby forming
| SHOVELS,
A Productive Farm of 42 Acres, with all NAILS, FORKS, I
Sunday School in Custer’s grove, Sat Therefore, cold water will be the strong Manhatten Island, Yonkers, a shady necessary
RAKES,
I
I HOES.
modem improvements in good repair.
urday, August 30. Later in the fore est beverage round about Arcola this and comfortable looking little city of An excellent meadow ; a large variety of fruit
20,000 inhabitants, Tarry town, a small trees in prime bearing condition. Will besold
noon the Eagleville Band rendered campaign.
----- COMPLETE STOCK O F----town with a population of 5,000 and
Apply to
some . choice music as they, passed
—A correspondent observes: “The famed as the place where- Andre the on reasonable terms.
DANIEL YERK, Trappe, Pa.
through this place on their way to barbed wire fence, that enclosed the
British spy was captured and executed,
Pottstown.
Arcola cemetery is on the decline, and and Sing Sing, famous for its State
p O R SALE.
The city gal, who is spending the the antiquated willow monument still re Prison. . The buildings , which is of
A t bottom prices. I am thankful to
mains
in
a
recumbent
position—to
the public for past favors and hope to
white marble,' can plainly be seen from
summer months in the country, and
A
Small
Farm,
containing
17
Acres,
situate
merit continued patronage.
the river.
The front whyh is orna near Collegeville, Pa. ’ Good House and sub
who thinks nothing so nice as a plate mark the hallowed spot.”
—The average city visitor, or boarder, mented with Corinthian columns is stantial Barn. The land is in a high state of
of ice cream, and two or three even
F. B. RUSHONG,
more so, attended the picnic. .She was possesseth good lungs. I t should not very imposing and were it not for the cultivation. Ahundance of fruit of every va
riety. Also running water on premises. Will
young (?) and captivating and Sir John be inferred, however, that they are dismal look and unbroken walls, no be
sold low. Apply to A. D. FETTEROLF,
Trappe, Fa.
one seeing it for the first time would
loud talkers—but sweet (?) singers.
John knew it.
Real Estate Agent, Collegevill», Pa.

F R E S H COW S ! !

F R E S H

- THE ALLENTOWN
COMPLETE

----- IS AMONG THE VERY BEST IN THE------------MARKET.--------It brings a strong and vigorous growth of grain,
grass, &c. It- has been thoroughly tested and
has giveii# entire satisfaction to all who have
used it. *Those who intend to use Fertilizers
during the season of '84 can do no better than
give the Allentown Bone Phosphate a trial. I t
is specially adapted for drilling. For circulars
and further particulars call on or address

F. P. FARINGER,
IRONBRIDGE P .,0 ., PA.
P. S. Also Agent for L. L. Crocker's Honest
Fertilizers, Ammoniated Bone Super Phosphate*
which furnish the Farmer all the elements
necessary for plant life, madufactured at
Buffalo, N. Y.
. 4

Private Sale
—OF—

POSTS, RAILS, &C.
The undersigned, living near Creamery, in
East Perkiomen township, will sell at private
sale a large lot of POSTS, RAILS, Sawed Posts
and BOARDS. Hickory and Oak

SA W E D PLANK S.
Split and Sawed Posts ready for fencing.
Axletrees and Harrow wood on hand.

ELIAS T. GRATER,
CREAMERY P . O., Pa.

COWS!

L A D IE S
Please take Notice. Fancy or plain DRESS
MAKING done at my residence, or I will go
out per day.
MISS MARY K. GRIFFIN,
Yerkes P. O. Montgomery Co., Pa.

j | p s . L. H. INGRAM,

Public Sale of
Fresh Cows ! Shoats !

COAL !
COAL !
COAL !

North Wales Academy

M U S E IN S ,

C A L IC O E S,
N O T IO N S.

-¡-BOOTS and SHOES-:-

f.

Also

Collegeville, Pa.
Having had an experience of 15 years at the
business I feel confident that I can give entire
satisfaction to those who will favor me with
their orders, Cutting and fitting done accord
ing to the latest improved and best system.
I am thankful for past favors and hope to merit
continued patronage.
^ -

^ O T IC E .
Notice is hereby given.that in pursuance of
a resolution of the Board of Directors of the
Yerkes Creamery Company, A Meeting of the
Stockholders of the said Yerkes Creamery Com
pany will be held on the First Day of Septem
ber, A. D., 1884, between the hours of 8 a. m.,
and 12 noon, at the Creamery, for the purpose
of determining by a vote of said Stockholders
to he ascertained by an election to be held dur
ing the time aforesaid, in due form of law, at
the chief office and place of business at the
Creamery at Yerkes Station in Upper Providence
Township, Montg. co., Pa., Whether an assess
ment of Three Dollars and Fifty Cents per share
or any other amount not exceeding in the whole
the amount at which each share was originally
limited, shall be assessed upon each and every
share of Stock in the Capital Stock of Said Cor
poration for the purpose of raising money to
pay off the debt contracted in the purchase of
the real .estate and erection of the buildings of
said Corporation. By order ot the Board of
Directors.
E. LONGACRE, President.
A ttest: G. W.. ZIMMERMAN, Secretary.

A U D ITO R’S NOTICE.
In the Court of Common Pleas of Montgom
ery County.
Estate of Harry S. Long and wife of Worces
ter township, Montgomery county, assigned for
benefit of creditors. The undersigned Auditor
appointed by said Court to make distribution of
the balance remaining in the hands of Henry W.
Kratz, Assignee of said estate, hereby gives
notice that he will meet all parties interested,
for the purpose of his appointment, at his Office
No. 8 Airy Street, Norristown, Pa., on FRIDAY
the 22d day of AUGUST 1884, at 10 o’clock a .
m., when and where saidparties are requested
to attend.
H. M. BROWNBACK, Auditor.

T A K E N O T IC E .
The members of the Mutual Fire Insurance
Co., of Montgomery county are hereby notified
that a contribution was levied on May 20, 1884,
of One Dollar on each One Thousand Dollars for
which they are Insured, and that M. McGlathery
Treasurer of said Company, will attend at his
office, No. 506 Swede Street, in the Borough of
Norristown, from this date to receive said assess
ments. Extract of Charter, Section 6th.—“ Any
member falling to pay his or her Assessment or
Tax within 40 days after the above publication
shall forfeit and pay for such neglect double
such rates, and in case default is made 50 days
after the expiration of the 40 days aforesaid,
such defaulting member may be at the option of
the Board of Managers, excluded from all bene
fits under their policies, and yet be held liable
for all .past Taxes and Penalties.”
Persone
sending money by mail must accompany it with
postage for the return of a receipt. I desire
every member to be punctual,
June 3, '84.
M. McGLATHERY, Treasurer.

F IR E ! F IR E !
NOTICE.—The members of the Union Mu
tual Eire and Storm Insurance Co., of Montgom
ery county are hereby notified that a contribu
tion was levied on May 20, 1884, of One Dollar
on each One Thousand Dollars for which they
are insured and that Henry Fleck, Treasurer of
said Company, will attend at the office of the
Company, Swede Street, opposite th e Court
House, in the borough of Norristown, from this
date to receive said assessments. Extract ot
Charter, Section 6tK.—“ Any member failing to
pay his or her assessment or tax within 40 days
after the above publication shall forfeit and pay
for such neglect double such rates, and in case
default is made 50 days after the expiration of
the 40 days aforesaid, such defaulting member
may be at the option of the Board of Managers
excluded from all benefits under their policies,
aud yet be held liable for all past taxes and pen
alties.” Persons sending money by mail must
accompany it with postage for the return of a
receipt.
HENRY FLECK, Treasurer.
June 16,1884,

UOR SA L E !
A desirable Country Place, located on the
Germantown and Perkiomenn turnpike, three
miles north of^iorristown, and with Ji-mile of
H artranft Station, on Stony Creek R. R., con
taining Five Acres. The buildings are in good
repair; large double Stone House, 13 rooms,
side enclosed piazza, portico in fro n t; outside
walls painted ; hall and rooms papered. Excel
lent soft water under cover at the house. Abun
dance of shade, cherry, and pear trees. Con
venient barn, carriage house. Situation high,
overlooking the Asylum. More land can be
had immediately adjoining.
Possession at any
time. Particulars by applying to
JOHNSCHRACK,

153 West Main Street, Norristown, Fa,

THE FR EE TRADE QUESTION.

a product essential to our national in
-F O IlIF YOU WANT THE BEST AND CHEAPEST
dependence;” and against; this the
MACHINES GO TO
Practising Physician,
Since, after all, the Question of Free most absolute theorist could hardly
T h e L akoest and B est S elected Stock of R ichest C olorings w e ev er O f f e r e d .
H fiE B N E R & SO NS,
Trade and Protection is to form an is find much to say.
T R A P P E , PA,
Ingrain, Carpet................... .25, 31, 35, 40, 50c. B odyM oquet...................................... $1.50, $1.75
L
A N S D A L E , Montg. Co., Penn a.
E xtra Ingrain..........................65, 75, 85c. to $1.00 Hall and Stair to m atch.. . . .25,40, 50, 75c. $1.00
A N D TH E B E S T AND
This, then, has been the steady'rule
Office at his résidence, nearly opposite Masonic sue in the campaign^*why shouldn’t we
Trpestry Brussels___75, 80, 85, 90c.. $1.00, $1.00 Schuylkill co., Prison EagCarpet. ..45,50,60,75c.
Hall.
The Oldest Agricultural Works in Penna.
take a turn at it as well as our neigh of our American policy: First, that di
H E M P C A R P E T , M A T T IN G and OIL C L O T H S
rect
taxes
shall
not
be
levied
by
the
bors
?
Y. W EBER, M. D.,
----- IN GREAT VARIETY.----One of the great inheritances which Federal Government, but that the nec You should wait until you have seen the collec
f
e
U
A
D
Z
E
S
S
c
SZE3L-A.X5I3STC3-,
Newest Colors and Designs.
this people have received from their essary revenue shall he raised by im tion of Win. C. GORDON, Special Agent for
Practising Physician,
Hubbard
Bros.
In
selecting
a
family
bible
it
is
Silk,
guaranteed
not
to
cut. Solid Colored Silk—Garnet,
forefathers is the inheritencc of Free port duties; second^, that in levying highly important that you get the latest and A -rx v i-ro o
. Green, Bronze, Blue, Brown, Plumb, &c. Cloth-finish Black Cash
E V A N SB U R G , PA
best
edition,
and
no
home
is
complete
without
Colored Wool Beges, Albatross, Nuns* Veiling, Broches—a general variety of New Dress Are much the easiest for the horses, and have
It these duties the impost shall lie care one. The complete Domestic Bible is positively meres,
L. 2 to 4, p. m, 7 to 9 Trade. I t is a priceless blessing.
Office Honrs:—8 to 10,
Goods at prices to suit the times. Laces, Collars, Ties, Lawns, Chintzes, in fact a live stock. Call the only safe and reliable Speed Regulator ever
fully
adjusted
to
promote
American
p. m.
uncqnalnl for new and desireable improvements. and see. The politest attention to all, at the
applied to horse powers,
makes one people of all the inhabitants
enterprise and industry, not to create Seventy- valuable features, 2000 illustrations, 50
of
the
United
States.
No
matter
what
II
eebnpr ’s Little Giant Threshing and
O IL Z D S T 0 3 S T E S T O R E I
full page plates, mostly bv the great French ar
H. HAMER, M. D.
t Gustave Dore, and for elegant and -durable
their origin, no matter from what na monopolies, but to cherish and foster tis
Cleaning Machine,
A. A. Y E A E L E , Cor. Main and Dekalb Sts., Norristown, Pa.,
bindings of great artistic excellence are unsur
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
tionality they draw their lineage, they American labor; and thirdlj', that the passed by any in the m akit.
AND THRESHERS AND SHAKERS. .
W« wonld call especial attention to the superb
are all citizens of one united republic production of articles essential to our book
m. 12 to 2 p. in.
entitled TREASURY OF SONG for the
Also all the best Mowers, R eapers,' Hay
Office H oübs : Ì Till 9 a.
After 6 p. m.
Rakes, &c.
without any tax or impost upon their national independence and safety shall Home Circle. A collection of 300 of the purest
selected from the whole realm of song.
£±fiPSpedal attention given to diseases oi the intercourse with each other.
All kinds of Iron and Brass Castings made to
receive a peculiar encouragement when gems
Every
Costing
in
Bheet
music
many
times
the
price
of
order.
eye aud ear. Free clinic every Thursday morn
ever it may be advisable.
the
book.
Here
only
$2,50
or
$3,50
according
to
ing from 8 to 12 for eye and ear diseases.
American citizen, then, should be a
Repairing done by competent workmen and at
To all this our free trade friends binding. Eminent citizens say : A treasury of
lowest prices.
'
Free Trader, and, so far as we are make an answer which varies from time pleasure for every home ; Ju st the Book. The
F. SLOUGH.
Steam Engines, Boilers, and outfits for Mills,
“ Treasury of Song," or a nice family Bible for a
aware, every American citizen is a Free to time, hut is, after all, essentially the holiday or birthday present. Will be pleased to
E.
Factories, Creameries, &c. Send for Circulars,
Trader. They all believe in freedom of same. First, they say that as a matter give all an opportunity to examine these valu
able books, or will respond promptly to any
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
HB1BNBR & SONS,
trade throughout the whole territory of theory the only sound and healthy order sent to my address.
LANSDALE,PA.
mode
of
taxation
is
direct
taxation;
Norristown, Pa. Office, No. 7. AIRY St. Speaks
WM. C. GORDON,
of the republic ; and any proposition
English and German.
Collegeville, Pa.
but this argument they do not insist
0 to restrict or diminish this freedom, or upon of late, so that in fact it is fair to
F G. HOBSON,
to set up tariffs and Custom Houses on conclude that they have substantially
----- AT THE STORE OF----any of the lines separating States, abandoned it. Secondly, they contend
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.
that as free trade is clearly seen.to be
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
would he the height of absurdity.
a blessing as it is applied throughout
w
e t z e i j.
Dealers in
C or.M AIN and S W E D E Street», Norritloien,Pa.
But when we talk about trade with the United States, it would be just as
Can be seen every evening a t . his residence in foreign countries the case is different. great a blessing, indeed greater, because
Freeland.
Royersford, Montgomery Co« Pa» 66 & 68 Main Street [opposite Music Hall]
N O R R ISTO W N , PA. White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock
They don’t belong to our system. They more extensive, if it could be applied
would
announce
to
my
friends
and
the
public,
D. FETTEROLF,
don’t live under our Constitution. They universally throughout the world; and that 1 am now prepared to furnish all kinds of
they contend for their famous formula
CHILDREN’S CLOTHING IN GREAT VARIETY.
LU M BER ,
don’t admit our political principles. of a tariff for revenue only because its Marble Work, at reasonable prices.
Justice of the Peace
Their interests are not the same as ours. enforcement would bring us as nearly
Various grades, dressed and undressed.
This
is especially true respecting En as possible to free trade. Such a tariff,
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent.
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates,
gland, the country with which we have logically constructed, could not have • Of Italian or American Marble or Granite, in
S H IN G L E S, split and sawed.
the finest and latest designs. .
C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
the greatest amount of trade and from any protection in it, because, being
levied for revenue only, its exactions
P IC K E T S , C ED A R AND C H E S T N U T
Regular office days:—Monday and Thursday of which we have derived a great many of
would necessarily he affixed on articles
each week; also every evening.
R A IL S.
Our political and social arrangements. which are not produced in this country,
For Enclosing Burial Lots,' of different descrip
It is established that the revenues of and cannot be, such as tea and coffee.
OHN H. CASSELBERRY.
tions. Particular attentioh paid to MarL e h i g h and S c h u y lk il l
ble Work, for the bases of
the United States Government must They are things of primary necessity,
mile north of T rappe.)
be drawn mainly from duties upon im and everybody would be willing to pay BUILD IN G S, ST E P S, SIL L S, E TC ., ETC.
whatever impost it might be conveni
Surveyor and Conveyancer ported foreign goods. At first there ent
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
for Congress to place upon them.
Sales clerked; sale bill, prepared. Orders by
up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
was an idea of direct taxation, and the Indeed, upon the consumption of tea put
mail will receive prompt attention.
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Nov8-6m. P. O. Address : Limerick Square.
and
coffee
alone
a
very
large
propor
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
authors of the Constitution gave power
tion of the revenues necessary for the Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
to
Congress
to
levy
direct
taxes,
not
turned
out at the. E nterprise Works. Call and
H. DETW ILER.
Government might without any diffi
I am still at the business. I thank the public for patronage bestowed, and hope to merit a
upon individual citizens, but upon culty be levied, leaving many or most see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto: continuance of the same. Will visit Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity; as heretofore, on
States
in
proportion
to
their
population.
kinds of other goods to come in with “ Zote prives and fa ir dealings,"
Surveyor and Conveyancer
TU ESD A Y, TH URSD A Y and SA TURD A Y
COAL. - - COAL.
R ESPEC TFU LL 7,
But it was soon discovered that this out any duty at all. Of course, no one
Morning of each week, with the best Beef, Veal, and Mutton. Highest cash prices paid for Calves.
Also L EV E LIN G and GRADING.
but a fanatical theorist would propose
was
a
difficult
and
uncertain
mode
of
IRON BRIDGE, P. O.
providing for the expenses of the Gov to tax tea and coffee at such a rate,
Jtahn Station, Montg. County, Pa.SeplSlyr.
E V A N SB U R G , L O W E R P R O V ID E N C E , P. O.
but the idea affords a clear explanation June8-ly.
ernment, and there is now no question of what a tariff for revenue only would
Corn, Bran, Middlings,
TjR. B. F. PLACE,
about it. Duties on imports are recog be. There could be no protection in it
----- A T T H E ----OATS, L IN S E E D M E A L,
nized as the principal means of supply no discrimination in favor of American
industry,
no
attempt
to
foster
the,
labor
ing the Treasury.
AND CAKE MEAL.
D E N T I S T ! !
But in levying these duties shall they of the United States against the com
Shoemaker's Phosphate, and others. Harrison's
petition of foreign labor, whether of
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa.
Agricultural Store
or shall they not be so arranged as to Great Britain or of any other country. The Thoroughbred Trotting Stallion will make
Town and Country Paint,—second to none in
Near Fenfetfn’s Store. Branch Office a t Eagleseason of ’84 from April 1st, at the stable of
Can be found all the latest add most improved the market. Also Harrison's Rough and Ready
Now, much as we believe in free trade, the
viH eTW ill attend to Branch Office on Monday favor American industry, and to make
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
the owner, at Washington Square Hotel, Mont
Agricultural Machinery, ineluding
Gas administered.
fencing.
»
we
do
not
believe
in
this
extended
and
gomery county. Charges, $50 a mare. Mares
it safe against the competition of for
not
proving
with
foal
can
be
returned
next
sea
unqualified
application
of
it.
We
have
eign industry, and especially of British
HENCH’S Patent CULTIVATOR
iree of charge,
P. KOONS,
as profound a desire to protect our own sonMambrino
Hasson was sired by Relf’s Mam
ibdustry ? This we believe, is the whole country and to maintain its indepen
OF
EVERY
DESCRIPTION
AND D O U B LE RO W
brino Pilot, who is the sire of Hannis Mambrino,
that is now in dispute.
The dence in affairs of industry and com Gift Emulous and other noted trotters, and Pilot
Practical Slater I ! question
Free Traders insist that duties shall be merce as we have to protect it and' was half brother to the noted Lady Thorn.
RA H N 'S S T A T IO N Pa.
JOSEPH C. BEYER, Norristown P. O.
with Phosphate attachment—a,, machine that is
levied exclusively for the purpose of maintain its independence in its politi
given perfect satisfaction wherever sold. Call
Dealer in every quality of Rootling1, Flag producing revenue and without any cal relations toward foreign powers;
and see it or send for descriptive circular. Also
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima
and
we
have
eyery
reason
to
believe
the Champion Mower, Reaper and Cord Binders,
tes, and prices.
view whatever toward the fostering and that in this desire the vast majority of
greatly improved within the last year, it is now
encouraging of American industry. the American people agree with us. In
most perfect and the lightest machine. I t can
EXECUTED
I I H. ELLIS
be seen on any day at Yost's Agricultural Store.
The Protectionists insist that, while re fact, we may say that at some point or
Also all improved plows, Horse Rakes and all
improved Farming Implements used. All ma Housekeepers, Young and Old, if you desire to
venue is the first purpose, regard should other of the question everybody agrees
Carpenter and Millwright,
chinery sold at lowest market prices.
save money visit my
constantly be had to the encouragement with us, even the extreme theorists of
GEORGE YOST,
free
trade
political
economy.
We
were
G R A TER ’S FO R D, PA,
Collegeville,
Pa.
Of American interests, and that there very much struck the other day witli a
WANT,
Estimates made for work and contracts taken. should be discrimination in duties for remark made by a distinguished jour A LONG FELT
All work promptly done in a satisfactory manner.
nalist
who
has
ably
advocated
these
ex
that purpose.
450-476
On Road leading from Skippaekville to College
-SUPPLIED-IN THE—
There is also another view of the treme opinions. “ There is,” we said to
ville,
miles from the former place.
him, “ no one who is a Free Trader at
FDW ARD DAVID,
subject, which is less frequently all points. Every man is for protection
brought into the discussion at the pre upon something which concerns bis
All Kinds of New and Second*
PAINTER and PAPER-HANGER, sent day than it was forty years ago. own
interest or that of his people.”
Hand Furniture
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
To illustrate this view let us refer to “ That is true,” was the answer. “There
is
Senator
Test
of
Missouri.
He
is
a
Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind the manufacture of quinine. Not long
AND
AND
thorough-going Free Trader in doc
of work in the line of painting, graining, and
At the Very Lowest Prices,
Manufactured from the best wheat by the most
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer after the civil war broke out, it became trine, but wbeu you propose to take off
BEST MANNER Improved
Facilities.
fully furnished upon application.
Chamber Suits,
Cottage Suits
evident that there was danger of the all the duty on zinc, he is ready to fight
Parlor Suits,
Lounges,
interference of foreign powers. Such you tooth and nail.”
£ H. KEELER,
Bedsteads,
Mattresses,
CAPS.
Quality Guaranteed. Lowest Market Prices.
Bed Springs,
Marple Top Tables,
But are there really no sincere, un
interference would necessarily have
Extensive Tables,
qualified,
sure
enough
Free
Traders
?
Always
on
hand
a
full
Stock
of
the
store
room
We
have
just
opened
in
brought about the interruption of our
Pining and Breakfast Tables,
Fainter, Grainer,
Of course there are, but not many, es- next to the Post office, very good assortment
Book Cases,
Bureaus,
CORN,
foreign trade. In that event a supply among politicians.
of
first-class
Side
Boards,
Sinks,
Hon. Frank
and Paper-H anger. of quinine.could no longer have been’ Hurk of Ohio is one,The
OATS,
All
kinds
of
Chairs, &c.
and we dare say
BRAN,
All kinds of second-hand
Furniture.
T R A P P S PA.
that,
if
he
could
have
his
own
way,
he
Orders entrusted to me will receive prompt imported. Yet quinine is a necessary
MIDDLINGS,
Old
furniture
taken
in
exchange
for
new, such
attention. Contract« made at reasonable figures. article, and it was especially indispensa- would insist upon pure, undiluted free
RYE BRAN,
as corner cupboards, cases of drawers, desks,
All work done in a satisfactory manner.
All Holld L eath er.
trade—not
only
with
England,
but
LINSEED MEAL, &c. high case clocks, wardrobes., &c. Books bought
ahle for our soldiers in the civil war.
with every other country. C61. Morri
and sold printed by Christopher Sauer. You are
^ L O W E S T CASH PRICES.
JO H N MILLER,
Under these circumstances the Execu son and Mr. Carlisle also profess to be H A TS a n d CAPS, W o ol a n d F u r .
welcome to come and-examine my goods,whether
you purchase or not.
tive advised that a sufficient duty in line with free trade, and we have no
Good, clear Wheat received at ail times.
should he imposed upon the importa doubt that so they honestly are. But Our Motto; O N E P R IC E and Cash.
Geo. D. Detwiler.
J. H. L A N D E S.
with them, as with a vast majority of
tion
of
foreign
quinine
to
make
it
safe
TRAPPE, PA.
men, the pure theory is, after all, qual
-: C A LL A T T H E
J. H. G0TTSHAU, Manager
Suits cu t and made to order in accordance with for American chemists to engage in its ified and shaded off by the suggestions
latest styles, or in any style th a t may be desired. manufacture here. This reccommenda- of local interest and by general in
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE
Fits guaranteed. Good work. Reasonable prices.
tion was adopted by Congress. ' A stincts of patriotism.
Upper providence Square Pa.,
However, there must be a decisive
heavy duty was imposed. The quinine
gAM U EL P. SHANTZ.
Where yon will find a large supply of
manufacture was created in this coun contest some day between the free
trade philosophers and the practical
[Snccessor to Jos. G. Gotwals]
CHOICE FAMILY FLOUR,
try, and it still exists here, although protectionists.
Indeed, we may say
Carpenter ahd Builder.
the protective duty has been taken off. that such a contest is going on all the
C orn, O a ts , W h eat
RAHN SRATIONj PA.
Yet without tlris protection quinine time. It made its appearance most de
Contractor for all kinds of Carpenter Work. could certainly not have been produced cidedly in the late session of the House
At the Collegeville
a n d S c re a n in g s .
No pains.spared to give satisfaction.
by American manufacturers in time to of Representatives, and there the phil
osophers made a gallant fight for some
Corn Meal, B ran,' Middlings,
QtTNDAY PAPERS.
be of any service during the war.
thing which they thought bore the
Another instance of a similar kind semblance of their favorite idea. But
Linseed Meal, Sugar-corn Feed,
The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
occurring
about the same time illus the other side was too much for them,
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along
H O M IN Y F E E D M E A L, ‘
the line of Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe, trates the same principle.
The only and they were beaten. We suppose
every Sunday morning,
this will be their destiny for some time
The
undersigned
takes
pleasure
in
announc
iron useful for musket barrels was made to come. They have been beaten, and
M A L T SPR O U TS, &c.
ing to the public that he is prepared to fill all
HENRY YOST,
ALWAYS FIND
orders for Harness at short notice and at reason
in England, and when a breach with they are probably bound to be beaten. YOU WILL
News Agent,
Collegeville.
able prices. GOOD MATERIAL and WORK
Having the latest most improved and conven- *
that country was clearly possible, it The tariff will be revised, its duties
MANSHIP. A full stock of
lent facilities for handling feed with the -laeast
-A FULL LINE OFpossible
cost. I am enabled to defy competition
H. RINGLER,
became necessary to provide a supply modified, and its money product re
One of the best Local, Family and General B L A N K E T S,
in the sale of all kinds - of feed and grain, will
duced
;
but
the
principle
of
discrimi
Now
is
the
time
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